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(000) 

 

BS:  This is an oral interview with Dr. Tony Gow, taken as part of the Polar Oral History 

Project of the American Polar Society and the Byrd Polar Research Center on a grant 

provided by the National Science Foundation. The interview was conducted by Brian 

Shoemaker at Dr. Gow's home in Lebanon, New Hampshire, on the 26th of October 

2002. 

 Well, Tony, it's a pleasure to be here at your home and thanks for having me here. 

It's a nice, comfortable setting. As I say, we're interested in you and we want to know 

about your work, what led up to the Antarctic and take it all the way up through a 

retrospective, when you're done. We'll ask questions such as would you do it all over 

again and that type of thing. But, just be thinking about it. We're interested in each of 

your trips if they aren't in your mind merged together. So, it's your interview and you can 

take it wherever you want. 

 

TG:  OK. So, can I give some family history? 

 

BS:  Yes, that's good, too. Your mentors? 
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TG:  And where I came from? 

 

BS:  Yes, that's all part of your make up. Your funny accent and all that? 

 

TG:  OK. I was born on the 2nd of December 1931, of a fairly large family - seven 

children of whom I was the youngest. I have a twin sister who is still alive and I have 

three other sisters who are still alive in New Zealand and I meet them when I return to 

New Zealand on the way to Antarctica. I last saw them in 1998, and we plan to go back 

with my wife, Marge, either next year or the year after and spend an extended time in 

New Zealand for that purpose.  

 I lived in Blenheim, which is on the northern part of the south island of New 

Zealand. It's now well known for its wine growing. I grew up essentially in farming 

country near the sea. Went to a school called ________ College, which was high school, 

but they call it colleges in New Zealand, different from the US. I graduated from there in 

1950, and then went on to Victoria University College, which was part of the University 

of New Zealand system. It's now called Victoria University of Wellington. It's now sort 

of an independent university in the system. I did a degree, initially, in chemistry, and then 

I changed to geology, to a geology major. I did my Master's degree and then got a D.Sc., 

in 1973, I believe it was. 

 

BS:  What's a D.Sc.? 

 

TG:  Doctor of Science. 

 

BS:  All of this at Victoria College. 
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TG:  All at Victoria College. 

 

BS:  In geology? 

 

TG:  That's in geology, correct. So, I attended the university in Wellington, and in 1957, I 

was given the opportunity of joining an American group. What they had done, they had 

solicited applications from people from around the world to join an ice core drilling team 

and I applied for it and managed to land the job. And this was in August, and then in 

September . . . 

 

BS:  What was the American group? 

 

TG:  They were from SIPRE's  - Snow Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment - and 

they were headed by a person called Bill Marshall. He came down in September, leading 

the team. We had to do a fair amount of logistics and didn't get away entirely until 

December. He sent me a telegram when he advised me that I had been successful in my 

application and he sent a very, very simple telegram saying, "Have accepted you for 

appointment to the drilling team." 

 

BS:  This was Bill . . . ? 

 

TG:  Bill Marshall. And the rest of the telegram just simply said, "Need hat size, pant 

size, sock size for clothing issue." 

 

BS:  Very straightforward and to the point. 

 

TG:  Straight to the point, yeah. 
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(50) 

 

BS:  I'm going to back you up a little. In your young life, did you do things like ski or 

snow climb in the mountains? 

 

TG:  Now, I played cricket, football and ran track and field. I kept on the cricket team at 

the college, at the high school. I was on the rugby team for three years. And I ran track 

and field and I ran a mile in record time - 4.39 at school. This was in 1949, I ran that race. 

So, I was a mile runner. And then I went on to college and I discontinued track because I 

didn't have the time. I was working during the summer. But, I became a member of the 

Harrier Club, which was a cross-country running club and a road running club. And I 

stayed with that club for a number of years. Turns out that we were one of the most 

successful clubs in New Zealand at the time. It was a mix of cross-country running and 

road running and road running relays. At that time, New Zealand was pretty much up in 

road running. In some ways, they probably invented jogging as a sport, and so I did a fair 

amount of running in the winter. It was a wintertime sport in New Zealand at that time. 

And I enjoyed that very much. Good camaraderie in the club. But, that's how the clubs 

were actually constituted with fast packs, medium packs and slow packs to allow runners 

of any ability to be able to compete or run. And there was a very strong social element to 

the structure of the club.  

 

BS:  So, you were fit when Bill Marshall called. 

 

TG:  Yes. Prior to that, I'd also been flying. I started primary training in flying in 1951, 

and we trained initially on a plane called a Tiger Moth, which was a bi-plane, and then 

we transferred to aircraft like the Auster and the Chipmunk. And we flew those for 
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several years. We were members of the Territorial Air Force, is what we were, of the 

Royal New Zealand Air Force, and it was to get people, more or less, through primary 

training and ready for P-51s if necessary, or even jets. It was just preparing for training in 

case we went to war. And that never really eventuated. There was Korea that came on in 

'52, but we didn't go to Korea.  Some New Zealand troops did, but we personally did not. 

So, in '57, I stopped flying simply because the government had been paying for it and I 

couldn't afford it, so that was the end of my flying career, essentially, in 1957.  

  

BS:  That's about the time that Bill Marshall and company came around, right? 

 

TG:  That is correct. But, just prior to that, there were two New Zealanders from our 

school, from our college, who were just about to leave for Antarctica. These were two of 

the students that I demonstrated to and lectured to in my geology classes. One was called 

Peter Webb, who is now at Ohio State, and the other person was Barry McElvy, who was 

at the ______, New South Wales, I believe, in Australia. He's now retired. 

 

BS:  Remember I told you about the circumnavigation of Antarctica? He was leading 

that. 

 

TG:  Yeah. Leading that group. That's right. 

 

BS:  He wanted me to come with him and I was tempted, but that's . . .  

 

TG:  So, those were among two of the people that I demonstrated to in lab classes and 

lectured. And it's nice to see how far they've progressed.  

 

BS:  So, you took a position at the university. 
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(100) 

 

TG:  Yes. I was a demonstrator/lecturer at the university and that was for about two 

years. 

 

BS:  What kind of lecturer? 

 

TG:  A demonstrator.  A demonstrator lecturer does lab classes, principally. And then 

some lecturing. Then, I took seminars for the Master's. I did my Master's thesis in the 

vicinity of Mt. Egmont at a place near _____ in the _______ district called Province. And 

I essentially studied volcanic petrology. That's all we did. So, I had intended to have a 

career in volcanology which was what I really liked doing. And then suddenly I was 

given the opportunity to go to Antarctica through this application process with Bill 

Marshall and company for an ice core drilling program run by SIPRE. It was part of the 

IGY program. 

 

BS:  But, Barry McElvy and Peter Webb sparked your interest, I assume, before you got 

the call from Bill Marshall. 

 

TG:  Right. They went down on a shoestring and they got rides with the Americans. They 

got into the dry valleys with the support of the Americans - helicopters and things like 

that. And that began their careers in Antarctica, which they've done to the present day. 

 

BS:  Well, they were with Colin Bull. 
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TG:  Well, no, they were actually independent of Colin Bull. They actually were on their 

own. 

 

BS:  I didn't know that.  

 

TG:  They were actually on their own. 

 

BS:  Bull had a bunch of guys with him. 

 

TG:  They just bummed rides down to Antarctica and they got through to Scott Base and 

they just . . . 

 

BS:  You mean they weren't sponsored by any organization? 

 

TG:  The university. 

 

BS:  How about the DSIR, or was there a DSIR? 

 

TG:  There was a DSIR then, and it had been there for some time. But, they just went 

down as a University of Wellington, Victoria College group. Purely independent group. 

And then, Colin organized groups to go down 

 

BS:  Colin Bull. 

 

TG:  Colin Bull. That's correct. They went down for several years, I think. Two or three 

years. And he took contingents of students and lecturers from other departments like 
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Ralph Wheeler, for example, a geography professor and they did a lot of work, especially 

in the dry valley areas.  

 

BS:  I've interviewed Colin. 

 

TG:  Have you? So you know the stories on and on. OK. Good. 

 

BS:  Colin's self-deprecating, but he's not self-deprecating. He slyly let's you know. 

 

TG:  What he's done. 

 

BS:  You know him better than I do, I'm sure.  

 

TG:  So, anyway, my idea of what we were going to be doing on this drilling team from 

SIPRE was, they were going to drill into the side of a volcano. They were going to go 

probably into the side of Erebus. This was my understanding. 

 

BS:  And you were a volcanologist. 

 

TG:  I’m a volcanologist, which would be appropriate, because Erebus is a volcano. And 

I thought that's what we were going to be doing. When they came down and I asked them 

what would we be doing, they said, "Well, we're going to be drilling a hole in the ice at 

Byrd Station." I said, "What do you want to do that for?" And they said, "Well, among 

other things, we want to measure the temperature of the ice sheet at that depth." And I 

said, "Well, it's got to be zero degrees Celsius, surely." He said, "Oh, no, no, no. It's got 

to be much colder than that." I mean that's how dumb I was in regard to ice. I had never 

been in snow in my life. 
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BS:  Really?!  Way down in the south there? 

 

TG:  Never been in snow in my life. I'd seen it on the mountains and that's as far as I got 

to it. I liked the sea and the coast.  

 

BS:  Well, I saw ice on the Kashmir Hills. 

 

(150) 

 

TG:  My first experience in snow was when we went with a group of geologists from the 

DSIR prior to departing for Antarctica. We went to Mt. Cook and that was my first 

experience in actual snow.  

 

BS:  That was to get you . . .  

 

TG:  That was to get us somewhat oriented and acclimated to snow conditions, crevasses, 

and things like that. And we were accompanied by a group of New Zealand geologists 

from DSIR. We combined with them on that little exercise for about a week. 

 

BS:  What time frame was this now? 

 

TG:  This would be probably October . . . October-November. 

 

BS:  1957. 

 

TG:  Yes, '57. And then we departed in December for Antarctica. 
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BS:  OK. 

 

TG:  And we took a C-124 Globemaster. 

 

BS:  December '57, flew to Antarctica. 

 

TG:  On a Globemaster, which was a big plane.  

 

BS:  OK.  So, this was the second year of the IGY. It started in July. 

 

TG:  And then we went down there in December. Then, we departed McMurdo for Little 

America V. There was no direct flight to McMurdo in those days. You flew R4Ds and 

they were not flying directly to Byrd from McMurdo. They could fly to Byrd via Little 

America, so we arrived at Little America; I think it was the day before Christmas. 

 

BS:  How long did you spend in McMurdo? 

 

TG:  A few days. 

 

BS:  Had they started Scott Base then? 

 

TG:  Oh, yes. They'd built Scott Base. The first Scott Base had been. 

 

BS:  But, you stayed over with the Americans. 
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TG:  That's right. And they'd actually wintered over for a year at Scott Base already by 

the time we got there. And that was Hillary's group. 

 

BS:  Yes. So, you departed McMurdo . . . 

 

TG:   A couple of days before Christmas Day in December, to go to Little America V. 

Then, before New Year's Day, I don't remember the day exactly; we departed for Byrd 

and arrived at Byrd. 

 

BS:  How'd you get to Byrd? 

 

TG:  On an R4D. 

 

BS:  OK. 

 

TG:  We arrived at Byrd and what they had done, they had taken . . . there had been a 

tractor swing going from Little America to Byrd and it had carted most of the drilling 

gear to Byrd from Little America. It's about an 800-mile trip, I believe. Something of this 

order. So, we got there just before the end of December. They had already started 

drilling, but prior to that, they had to use airdrops from a Globemaster to drop in things 

like Herman Nelson heaters, and auxiliary drilling equipment. There was one thing they 

couldn't find and it was called a drill kelly, which is a measuring stick of sorts, with a 

drill. And the call went out, "Has anybody here seen Kelly?" That went out as a message 

and it was ultimately found. 

 

BS:  It had been dropped by a C-124? 
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TG:  No, it had just been lost in cargo at McMurdo. 

 

BS:  Mixed up. 

 

TG:  Mixed up and lost and mislaid.  

 

BS:  That's sort of normal, wasn't it? 

 

TG:  Yeah. So, we had already started drilling. The project had already started drilling 

and then we finished drilling, I think it was the first part of February, and we got down to 

a depth of 308 meters.  

 

BS:  First drill hole . . .  

 

(200) 

 

TG:  At Byrd Station was in 1958, about the first week of February. And we reached the 

depth of 309 meters. And at that time that was the deepest hole ever drilled in the 

Antarctic ice sheet. 

 

BS:  Tell me something about Byrd Station. Who was the ONC? 

 

TG:  At that time, a person called Dr. Dalton was the military leader and George Tony 

was the scientific leader. But, then he was replaced at about that time, or prior to that by . 

. . George was still there . . . but, he had been replaced by Steve Barnes. And I just can't, 

for the moment, remember the name of the doctor. 
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BS:  Both of those men, Barnes and Tony, are alive? 

 

TG:  Yes, they are. George was working with the Weather Bureau at the time he took on 

the position of station scientific leader at Byrd. And by that time, people like Charlie 

Bentley had already departed on the traverse. 

 

BS:  So, they were out in the field. 

 

TG:  They were out in the field. 

 

BS:  So, you never went on a traverse with them. 

 

TG:  No, never on a traverse. 

 

BS:  So, Barnes became the leader before the winter started in 1958. How about the 

station? 

 

TG:  The station was built essentially on the surface and by the time we had gotten there, 

it was about half . . . well, it was almost completely buried and they were in the process 

of digging it out to make it survive at least for another two or three years. It was finally 

abandoned, I believe it was the 1960-61 season when it had been replaced by the new 

tunneled station about 10 kilometers away - a new station. They dug trenches with Peter 

plows at this new station. They put ____arch over the roofs and dug a series of trenches 

in the process and then store buildings inside the trenches. And that became the new Byrd 

Station - the new Byrd Station, as opposed to old Byrd Station. 

 

BS:  OK.  But, they hadn't done that on your first trip there. 
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TG:  No, that was two or three years later. 

 

BS:  OK. What was the fascination with keeping a Byrd Station open? What was the 

demand for it? Why there? I've never ever understood that totally. 

 

TG:  In some ways it was to maintain a presence in that part of Antarctica. Antarctica was 

called Marie Byrd Land and it was about the only area of Antarctica that could be 

legitimately claimed by the Americans. 

 

BS:  Americans could have counterclaimed anybody else. 

 

TG: Yeah. But, that part was not claimed by anybody at that time. But, other claims had 

been made by other countries and that was about the only piece that was left that wasn't 

claimed. 

 

BS:  Least accessible. 

 

TG:  Yes, and also there were scientific programs going on - meteorology and things like 

that. But, by later years - mid-'60s - the need for a Byrd Station had left. Also, the reason 

for the two Byrd Stations was that they provided an access way into West Antarctica for 

field parties. There were many, many geological groups went out . . . 

 

BS:  Sort of a gathering point. 

 

(250) 
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TG: Yes, it was because at that time, they didn't have C-130s, and so they were limited in 

the aircraft that they had to fly. And, of course, by 1960, they had C-130s, at least the 

Navy did. The Air Force came in with the first C-130s. I saw the first C-130 ever land on 

an ice sheet. And this was an Air Force C-130, and that was 1959. 

 

BS:  Air Guard. 

 

TG:  Air Guard, that's right. And they came with ski-equipped C-130s. The Air Force. 

 

BS:  Where was that landing?  At Byrd? 

 

TG:  At Byrd Station. Yeah. That was the first C-130, and it came directly from 

McMurdo, of course, because Little America, by that time, had been abandoned. But, the 

R4Ds were still used essentially to make the initial landings to see if it was safe enough 

to go in and land a C-130 . . that's why then ended up breaking up so many R4Ds. They 

left so many of them on the ice sheet. I mean, they just got . . . they were dispensable, 

apparently. 

 

BS:  Tell me about your first drilling project. How did you set up and what were the 

difficulties? 

 

TG:  Well, the drill rig was set up. It was a conventional oil-drilling rig. That means that 

there was a solid drill string which was rotated at the surface. We had an R-20 ft. core 

barrel. 

 

BS:  What do you mean by that? 
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TG:  In other words, it was driven by a motor at the top, on the surface, and then the 

rotary motion was transferred to a drill string which consisted of drill pipes about 20 feet 

long - a whole string of them were lowered down the hole and then when they turned the 

motor on, they rotated the core barrel. And after that had cored about 20 feet - it was a 20 

foot core barrel - they then raised the drill to the surface by just taking the string of rods 

off and then just raising it slowly every 20 feet until they got . . .  

 

BS:  Would they break the ice to that point? 

 

TG:  And then, yeah, first they'd break the ice in tension. Just pull on the core barrel at 

the bottom of the hole and the ice breaks in tension because there's a core catcher that 

grabs the core at the base near the core cutters and holds the core in place and then it just 

pulls, breaks the ice in tension. 

 

BS:  Is this what the oil industry used for rock cores? 

 

TG:  Yeah. It was used for exploratory drilling of holes. In some places, they'd go down 

to 5000 feet with this kind of rig. 

 

BS:  With some modifications. 

 

TG:  Well, it wasn't really modified to any great degree. The Fairlane 1500 was what the 

drill was called and it was made in Oklahoma. And they were used right up until quite 

recently for oil exploration to drill holes. But, this one was modified to drill in a dry hole. 

In other words, there were no fluids used in this hole. We used compressed air to get the 

chips out, so we had a compressor on the surface that compressed the air and then it went 
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through a refrigeration unit to cool the air down after it was compressed. And it would go 

down the hole and then get the chips up by coming back up the hole. 

 

BS:  So, the air was the lubricant. 

 

TG:  Yeah, essentially it was a drilling fluid. The drilling fluid was air. The only reason 

you had drilling fluid is to get chips up to the surface. It was to take care of the chip 

problem. And the chip problem was taken care of by using compressed refrigerated air 

going down the hole and then coming back up.  

 

(300) 

 

And then they deposited the chips on the surface. They just got pumped up, essentially. 

 

BS:  You didn't keep them. 

 

TG:  No, we didn't keep the chips. We just kept the core.  

 

BS:  Those were the chips from the core drill. 

 

TG:  From the core drilling. And you generate about as much chips as you do core 

because you're taking a four-inch core out of a six-inch hole, so you take about as much 

in chips as you do in ice core. Then the cores are brought to the surface. Then we 

examine the stratigraphy for annual layer counting, and we measure the density of the 

core to get the cumulative ice load, which we need information on. We then made thin 

sections. These were done in the field. 
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BS:  What's a thin section? 

 

TG:  A thin section of ice is . . . we'd usually cut horizontal thin sections. You cut a thin 

slice off the core and then you use a microtome which is a meat slicing machine, to cut it 

down to I think it's less than a millimeter and then you examine it between cross 

polaroids, or cross polarizers and this gives you birefringence colors because of 

interference effects. 

 

BS:  Bire-what? 

 

TG:  Birefringence, yeah. When you use cross-polarizers, in other words, you have an 

analyzer beneath the thin section and a light source beneath that and then you project the 

light through the analyzer into the section and then you put a polarizer above it, which is 

crossed. Doesn't allow light through normally. But, because ice is not cubic - it 's actually 

hexagonal crystals, and has two reflective indices . . . 

 

BS:  Ice is not cubic? It's hexagonal crystals? 

 

TG:  No, it's a hexagonal crystal with two reflective indices and because of that, you get 

phase differences depending upon the direction of orientation of the crystals and they 

produce colors between cross-polarizers. And that allows you to identify the outlines of 

the crystals in addition to producing very, very pretty colors. I can show you examples of 

that on one of my walls here.  

 

BS:  Can you just spell for Bonnie, the type of hexagonal and birefri... 

 

TG:  That's b-i-r-e-f-r-i-n-g-e-n-c-e. 
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BS:  OK. That's for the transcriber. 

 

TG:  I could probably type those for you  . . . take those words and write them down for 

you. 

 

BS:  This is fine.  

 

TG:  What we did, we just initiated the measurements, but there were to be much more 

substantial measurements to be made later on at SIPRE, which was near Chicago. At that 

time, we were located in a place called Winnetka, Illinois, just outside Chicago. 

 

BS:  You had never been there at this time. 

 

TG:  No, I had never been to the US at all. What I had was a one-year visa. It was good 

for one year and it was a contract that I had with the Arctic Institute of North America. I 

was working for the actual Arctic Institute of North America on contract. 

 

(350) 

 

They did most of the contracting of the IGY glaciologists and the aurora people among 

other things.  

 

BS:  John Sater's name on it? 

 

TG:  No. I've heard the name, but these were people . . . actually Walter Wood was, I 

believe at the time, was the American Director of the AINA. It' a cooperative thing 
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between Canada and the US. It's now largely Canadian, the Arctic Institute of North 

America. But, Walter Wood was at the American office, and Peter Wood, I think, took 

over after that. His son.  

 

BS:  But, Walter Wood was the head. 

 

TG:  Yeah, he was a major mentor and a major promoter of our program. He was part of 

IGY. 

 

BS:  Was he the one that went to the University of Alaska afterwards? 

 

TG:  I think if was possibly Peter. 

 

BS:  I mean as president.  

 

TG:  He may have, actually, gone to the University of Alaska. You might want to check 

on that. 

 

BS:  I'm just curious, personally.  

 

TG:  He was at ONR as an administrator between the IGY. He was getting on in years at 

that time, but he and Bill Field were important cogs in the IGY. Bill was chairman of the 

glaciological panel  - panel on glaciology for many years. And that was, more or less, the 

focus point panel for looking at glaciological programs in the United States and they held 

meetings every year. Anyway, we were at Byrd and then we had to get back from Byrd 

and I was asked to bring the cores out. Bill Marshall had gone back on an earlier plane. 
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BS:  So, he'd come out there. 

 

TG:  He was out there. 

 

BS:  Was he a worker bee or did he just . . . 

 

TG:  Oh yeah, he was. He showed me techniques and things. I'd never worked with ice 

before, so he showed me the techniques and things like that and I went ahead and did 

that. 

 

BS:  Who else was on your team out there? 

 

TG:  The two principal drillers were Jack Tedro and Bob Patenaude. Jack was very 

experienced in oil drilling and Bob had joined . . .  he was younger and he was also a very 

good drill engineer. He was a very good drilling engineer.  

 

BS:  Were they Kiwis, too? 

 

TG:  No, they were both Americans. It was an entire American crew and the people we 

had helping us were enlisted people. 

 

BS:  How were they? Were they helpful? 

 

TG:  Yeah, they were very helpful.  

 

(400) 
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BS:  We're they assigned to you or just did it on their own? 

 

TG:  They were assigned to the lab. They were just assigned from the Army for that 

period. 

 

BS:  Army? 

 

TG:  Yeah, Army. They were actually soldiers. US servicemen serving in the Army. 

 

BS:  Assigned from . . .?  They weren't part of Deepfreeze. 

 

TG:  No, no, they were not part of Deepfreeze. Even though Deepfreeze tried to latch 

onto them to do KP. 

 

BS:  They wanted everybody to do that. 

 

TG:  There's a wonderful story about Bert Crary on that one.  

 

BS:  I've heard. So, the Army assigned . . . SIPRE. They came from Illinois.  

 

TG:  Yeah, so they were assigned to SIPRE, which was in Wilmette. Well, there were 

two places. One was in Evanston, which is near Northwestern University, and the other 

was in Wilmette, which is a couple of miles further north. There was a lab there, too, so 

we had really two offices. One for basic research and one for engineering research.  

 

BS:  Which was basic? 
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TG:  The one at Wilmette. We had cold rooms in Wilmette. 

 

BS:  And the other one was engineering, right? 

 

TG:  And engineering was in Evanston. There were no cold rooms there and both of them 

were in renovated laundry facilities.  

 

BS:  I'd heard. So, let me take you back to the ice. You had a pretty good team, I take it. 

 

TG:  That's right. It was very successful and we got done, more or less, in a month. Our 

party wanted to go and then we packed the drill gear up and then . . .  

 

BS:  So, this is January. 

 

TG:  This is January, February. 

 

BS:  19 . . . ? 

 

TG:  '58, right. February 1958, we started packing up the drill site, and then loaded 

aboard Otago sleds to be taken back to Little America on the last tractor swing of that 

season. 

 

 BS:  How do you spell Otago? 

 

TG:  O-t-a-c-o. These are the big sleds that are dragged behind the D-8 Caterpillar 

tractors. Low ground pressure, very, very wide tracks on these particular Cats. And then 
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they would hook onto them and maybe put three sleds full of cargo and start the journey 

back from Byrd to Little America. It took about a week or ten days to get there. 

 

(450) 

 

BS:  Did you go with them? 

 

TG:  I was with them, yeah. I was given the job of custodianing the ice cores back from 

Byrd Station to Little America and ultimately to the United States aboard ship. So, we 

started off in February. 

 

BS:  How many ice cores did you have?  

 

TG:  The whole 308 units of ice cores, plus a few hand-drilled cores that we drilled at the 

bottoms of two-meter pits. And they were going to be returned for further analysis at 

Wilmette, just outside Chicago. I was to accompany the cores back on the ship. It 

happened to be the Glacier. So, I took the tractor swing, and then after 10 days, we 

approached Little America. Then, we learned that . . . somebody came rushing out and 

said that Bert Crary had dropped over the edge . . .  

 

BS:  You had just got there? 

 

TG:  We were just coming into Kiel Field, which was the airfield at Little America, 

named after Max Kiel who was killed in a crevasse accident. And then we learned that 

they were trying to get a chopper up to try and rescue Bert who had dropped over the 

edge of the Ross Ice Shelf at Little America. We got into the camp and by the time we 

got into the camp, he had been rescued.  
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BS:  How did you learn about it? By radio? Somebody met you? 

 

TG:  Yeah, it was just mentioned by word of mouth. Somebody just came running out 

and said, "We're getting ready to pick up Bert Crary. He just went off the edge." It could 

have been a radio communication, too, because we were always in communication with 

Little America. Then, the leader of that particular swing was a guy called Lieutenant 

Jones. 

 

BS:  Lieutenant Jones? 

 

TG:  Lieutenant Jones was the swing tractor train leader. 

 

BS:  You don't remember his first name, do you? 

 

(500) 

 

TG:  No, I can't remember his first name. Now, the actual swings had been initiated the 

year before, I believe, and I believe on that occasion that Phil Smith was a lieutenant in 

the Army and he accompanied a fellow called Major Dawson on the first swings between 

Little America and Byrd and at Little America, they had to go through a series of 

crevasses and they called this Fashion Lane. And they had to build the bridges. 

 

BS:  This is where the floating ice met the . . .  
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TG:  Well, Roosevelt Isle was nearby and there was some grounding on there, but this 

was a crevasse region that had to be negotiated before they could go on to Byrd. And I 

think, I'm sure it was Phil . . .  he was a lieutenant in the Army at the time.  

 

BS:  Yep, brought down from Greenland where he had already done some of this. 

 

TG:  Yeah, and helped Skip Dawson. 

 

BS:  Skip Dawson? 

 

TG:  Skip Dawson, Major Dawson, was the man who initiated the swings in Antarctica. 

 

BS:  Was he there? 

 

TG:  He's dead now, but . . . 

 

BS:  I mean was he there then? 

 

TG:  Oh, yeah. He actually led. Yeah, Skip was there. 

 

BS:  He was US Army, huh? 

 

TG:  Yeah. Good officer. Tall man. 

 

BS:  So, he managed all this. 
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TG:  Yes, well he initiated and spearheaded the first and I think he was down there for 

the second one, too. But, he just administered the second one and it was Lieutenant Jones, 

I think, that took the swings back. 

 

BS:  Well, the first one that went was February '56? 

 

TG:  Yeah. They had Little America in position for the winter of '57, so they probably 

went down in '56 to set it up. The summer of '56. And Byrd had to be in position and all 

the construction materials had to be taken down the previous winter/summer, that's right.  

 

BS:  So, here you are, February '58, you're back in Little America.  

 

TG:  That's right. 

 

BS:  Somewhere in there. 

 

TG:  And then Bert had been rescued and had showered and we had a big party and 

things like that. Then, the station at Little America was closed down. 

 

BS:  Well, let's get back to Bert Crary. He gets up the next day, I understand. 

 

(550) 

 

TG:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  And what did he do?  
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TG:  Well, he was an early riser and it didn't matter whether he'd been drinking the night 

before or not. He still had an early rising time and, of course, everybody thought, well, 

Bert won't get up today because of the problems he had yesterday. But, true to form, it 

was just another day to Bert. 

 

BS:  Who was the base leader then? Was that Pat Mayer? 

 

TG:  Pat Mayer and Dr. Sladen was the doctor. Both older men, actually. And it was Pat 

Mayer, that's right. Very fine gentlemen.  

 

BS:  So, here you are coming back. How did most of the people get out? They all didn't 

leave at once, or did they start . . .  

 

TG:  It was the following year that they abandoned the station. It was not that year. It was 

after we went back to Antarctica and drilled at Little America. 

 

BS:  OK, we skipped ahead and now we have to get back to where we were. So, here we 

are. You're in Little America. You've got all these cores. You've got to get them 

somewhere. What happened? How'd you get them out of there? 

 

TG:  We got them on board ship. 

 

BS:  OK. Which ship? 

 

(End of Tape 1 - Side A) 

______________________________ 
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(Begin Tape 1 - Side B) 

 

(000) 

 

TG:  I think we flew them to McMurdo. I'm not sure about this now. I can't quite 

remember. 

 

BS:  How'd you keep them cold to McMurdo. I mean, they heat the plane up don't they? 

 

TG:  No, they kept the plane cold. I mean if they did it that way, they'd have to keep the 

plane . . . We had to get them from Little America. 

 

BS:  That's a lot of cores to fly in that R4D. That's a lot of plane flights, isn't it? How 

much did they all weigh, would you think? 

 

TG:  Oh, 15-20 pounds per tube. And I'm just trying to recall how we got them to 

McMurdo. And then they left Antarctica aboard ship. 

 

BS:  Which ship? 

 

TG:  They had a number of supply ships - the Arneb and ships like this. And there were 

the icebreakers, but I think we put them aboard the Glacier. The Byrd cores were put 

aboard the Glacier at Little America by helicopter. They were slung. . . I have pictures of 

the actual slinging going on. Then, they were put on board the Glacier. Then I 

accompanied the Glacier back to McMurdo Sound, and then up to Wellington and then 

Wellington through the Panama Canal. 
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BS:  So, how'd you get to McMurdo Sound? On the Glacier? 

 

TG:  On the Glacier, right. Then we left McMurdo and it took about seven or eight days 

to get to Wellington and we left Wellington, or maybe it was Christchurch. But, we got to 

New Zealand anyway. Then we went by the Panama Canal to Norfolk. Then it finally got 

to Boston, I believe. Then the cores were shipped out by refrigerated truck, I believe, to 

the Chicago area. 

 

BS:  And you accompanied them all the way to Chicago? 

 

TG:  No, I didn't. I got off, I think, in Boston, or New York. We went up to Norfolk, 

anyway, and dropped some people off. Got a survey group of people off and Bill 

Littlewood was with me, too. He was on the ship with me. A number of other people 

wanted to come back on the Glacier all the way to the US, but it was a pretty rough trip 

coming around into McMurdo Sound, and then it was fairly rough going back to New 

Zealand and this dissuaded a lot of people not to take the trip back from New Zealand to 

the United States. 

 

BS:  You had a storm in the Ross Sea? 

 

TG:  Yeah, the one where we did this big 54-degree roll - I got thrown out on my bunk 

because I wasn't strapped in and I hit the cabin door halfway up because you get tossed 

out. Nobody got injured, but people got tossed out of their bunks with this big roll. 

 

BS:  How long did the storm last? 
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TG:  Well, it was just very rough seas, maybe a couple of days at most. It was just one of 

those things. We just got beam onto a wave and rolled over. 

 

BS:  Glacier didn't take high seas very well. 

 

TG:  No, she was round bottomed. 

 

BS:  Typical icebreaker. 

 

TG:  Typical icebreaker structure, or construction, so  . . . anyway, we finally got the 

cores back via ship and they were stored in the ships refrigerators and then transferred, 

gotten off the ship and gotten to Chicago, I believe by refrigerated truck. And then we 

went to work on them for the rest of that year. 

 

BS:  What do you mean by that? 

 

TG:  We were processing cores. Making other measurements on these cores. 

 

BS:  So, you lived . . . 

 

TG:  Actually, I lived in the Wilmette area, north of Chicago. And then the following 

austral season, we departed for drilling at Little America on the Ross Ice Shelf. This was 

the same Little America V that we had visited earlier. 

 

BS:  So, this was March? 
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TG:  No, October, of '58. We went down there in October of '58, and by that time, they 

had begun flying almost direct from McMurdo to Byrd. 

 

(50) 

 

A person called Major Foster, a Marine pilot, made the first attempt. He had to land 

halfway between Byrd and Little America on the way out because he lost his way, but 

then they finally got him into Byrd. 

 

BS:  Just like [Holly Canyon]. Smart. Helicopters do that all the time. 

 

TG: Yeah, but he went down in the snow. Well, he got into bad conditions. He landed on 

the snow, and waited for it to clear. 

 

BS:  _____ style. 

 

TG:  Which is the safe thing to do. 

 

BS:  All that training in Canada, he knew what he was doing when he landed.  

 

TG:  That's right. So, they knew what they were doing.  

 

BS:  Bert Falcon didn't. Burt Falcon was a coward. He was in my book.  

 

TG:  So, anyway, by that time, they were getting better acquainted with conditions and 

we got to Little America in October '58. We flew down the same old way, but I went 

down that time on the Admiral's R4D, or R5D. And it took off from Christchurch and 
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landed at Taeri in Otago and gave the people a display of how to get off the ground with 

JATO. 

 

BS:  Oh, just to do the display, they left? 

 

TG:  Well, they didn't really need it, I don't think. But, that's a fair trip, I think. From 

Christchurch is 2100 miles, and it's a very long trip for an R5. 

 

BS:  So you could get off with more weight. 

 

TG: Yeah, so we ended up taking on more fuel and then we used JATO, which probably 

assisted in conserving fuel, but it gave the people . . . the first time they'd ever seen 

JATO. 

 

BS:  Where was this? 

 

TG:  This was at Taeri, the airport for Dunedin. It's out of the way of a place called . . . 

it's where I did my primary training, actually - pilot training. And it 's a nice location. 

Then we departed for McMurdo in the Admiral's plane. We arrived at McMurdo and then 

went on out by R4D to Little America. It was interesting because in the R4Ds, they used 

to load them up with cargo and then they would say, "Strap in,"  get your seat belt on. All 

we did was just grab something. I mean you couldn't even get to a seat belt. You just 

grabbed hold of something and off you went. We went off with JATO and when the 

R4Ds took off, they just shook like hell. I mean it went like this and then they stumbled 

into the air and that was it until we landed. And they weren't particularly warm inside. 

They had a big gas tank in the fuselage. 
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BS:  That was an R5D gas tank, weight tank.  

 

TG:  Well, these were the R4Ds. They had tanks too. 

 

BS:  No, that was the R5D tank.  

 

TG:  Yeah, an R5D tank, yeah. Big tank. 

 

BS:  Oh, yeah. They just adapted it.  

 

TG:  And placed their fuel and that's how they would land in these places. And put field 

parties out prior to the C-130s coming along. So, we got to Little America and we started 

drilling there. The same procedure as we used at Byrd - same kind of drill rig. And on 

this occasion, we actually went through the bottom of the Ross Ice Shelf - 258 meters 

deep was the ice shelf at that point where we drilled just outside the camp, and it went 

through the bottom. 

 

BS:  That was how far back from the edge? 

 

TG:  Three kilometers. And that was the first time that anybody had succeeded in drilling 

through a polar glacier, or any glacier, to the bottom. Even though it's an ice shelf, it's 

still a polar glacier and it was the first time anybody had penetrated to the bottom. 

 

BS:  You directed this? 

 

TG:  No, it was a person called Dick Ragle. You've probably heard of him.  
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BS:  I've heard of him. R-a-? 

 

TG:  R-a-g-l-e. 

 

BS:  Is he kicking around now? 

 

TG:  He's in Anchorage. He was a qualified pilot. Flew with the US Navy. He was a 

carrier pilot. 

 

(100) 

 

Very good pilot. But, he was the project leader for the drilling and I was his assistant. It 

was a very successful drilling. And we did the same thing with the cores. 

 

BS:  What was the length of that core again? 

 

TG:  257-258 meters. And this time the cores were flown back to McMurdo, I believe. 

They were flown back and placed on board a ship. I'm not quite sure what the name of 

the ship was now. And brought to the US and then transported to SIPRE at Wilmette.  

 

BS:  So, the cores left. Left you there? 

 

TG:  OK, then I was left there to do the tidying up and things like that, to arrange for the 

transportation back of the cores and things like that. Then I did some extra glaciological 

work - pit digging and snow pits, core ______ on the floor of the pits - things like this. 

Doing stratagraphic studies and things like that until late January. And then the station 

was officially closed. 
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BS:  IGY ended. 

 

TG:  Yeah, it was the last day of IGY. 

 

BS:  31 December 1958. Right? 

 

TG:  That's right. That's when it ended. 

 

BS:  You stayed? 

 

TG:  I stayed into January. 

 

BS:  So, they had a lot of people there, didn't they? It was the biggest station, wasn't it? 

 

TG:  It was probably, yeah . . . except for McMurdo, it was the largest. 

 

BS:  Largest science station 

 

TG:  Yeah, the largest science station. 

 

BS:  The weather people got out. 

 

TG:  The Weather Bureau, and the glaciologists there, the aurora people, seismologists 

and all sorts of people wintering over. They probably had a wintering over of at least 60-

70 people, I would think, of that order. I don't know exactly. And I think it was left to a 
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skeleton crew, which included Lieutenant Stokes, myself, first ____ Lyle McGinnis was 

there. Bill Wyant, meteorologist from the Weather Bureau was still there at that time.  

 

BS:  Lyle McGinnis, huh? 

 

TG:  Yeah, Lyle McGinnis, yeah. And a person called Harry Francis was still there. He 

was the assistant secretarial help to Bert Crary and he stayed on to more or less help close 

down the camp.  

 

BS:  All to close the camp, huh? 

 

TG:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  So, Stokes was left in charge of the military guys? 

 

TG:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  OK, about . . . did they officially bring the flag down on December 31st or anything 

like that? 

 

TG:  No, I think it was in January that the flag came down. 

 

BS:  No, I mean to signify the end of the IGY. 

 

TG:  No, I don't think there was anything about any flag raising or lowering on that date. 

I think the flag must have come down sometime in January or February. 
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BS:  Stokes said he took it down.  

 

TG:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  He was the last guy to leave Little America. Bunch of you together? 

 

TG:  All together, yeah.  

 

BS:  Did you go out on a boat? 

 

TG:  I think we went out on the Glacier, and it went to McMurdo. And then got back to 

the US.  

 

BS:  So, it was about mid-January that you really closed the station. 

 

TG:  Well, toward the end of January, I believe. Actually, I should have had some notes 

on this to know exactly. But, anyway, it was . . .  

 

BS:  Tony, you can fill those dates in and stuff when you get the transcript.  

 

TG:  Yeah, so I can get the exact dates when  . . . I have books on  . . . I can certainly find 

that stuff to give you more exact dates.  

 

(150) 

 

Then we got back to the States and then I got my visa renewed. It was just a one-year visa 

and then I worked up the Little America cores. 
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BS:  When you say worked up . . . 

 

TG:  Processed, I mean did studies, and analyzed them for a variety of things - 

stratigraphy, density, bubble structure, crystal size, crystal fabrics, and these were all 

sorts of things that we would do on these cores.  

 

BS:  Was there anything revealing or scientific breakthroughs or was this just data to . . .  

 

TG:  These were the first cores obtained to any depth on the Antarctic ice sheet. There 

had been drilling done earlier at a place called Site 2 in Greenland in '56, and essentially 

that was the forerunner of work to be done in the Antarctic during the IGY. But, these 

were the first deep cores ever taken out.  

 

BS:  Who did the work on Site 2? 

 

TG:  A fellow called Bob Lang did the drilling with  - with he and Tedro, Jack Tedro, the 

person that was on the drilling teams here. And Bob Pateneau, too. And a guy called 

Chester Langway did the core analysis. He, in essence, pioneered ice core analysis, as we 

now know it. Now, those earlier ice cores drilled to about 100 and some odd meters 

through the ____heim ice shelf by the ____heim expedition and that work was done by 

Walter Shute and he wrote a series of reports. He was with Swithenbank. 

 

BS:  ____heim was . . . '48? 

 

TG:  '50.  
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BS:  1950, right. 

 

TG:  1950-51. Gordon ____ was on that same expedition. Charles Swithenbank. 

 

BS:  Norwegian, Swedish. 

 

TG:  Swedish, Norwegian expedition. And Walter really did the first substantial analysis 

of cores in Antarctica. But then, in terms of the modern era, the core in Greenland in '56, 

was drilled to a depth of 400 meters - a little deeper than at Byrd. And Langway 

pioneered that whole thing.  

 

BS:  What is his name again? 

 

TG:  Chester Langway. He also worked at SIPRE. 

 

BS:  Is he around? 

 

TG:  Yeah, he's around. He's on Cape Cod.  

 

BS:  And he did this in '54-'55? 

 

TG:  In '56. This was on the '56 core from Site 2, Greenland. This was the site that they 

established northeast of Thule. This was before they established Camp Century, which 

was done later.  

 

BS:  So, here you are back in the States, 1959. You're living in the States. 
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TG:  Then, I met Marge and we got married at the end of '59. And then I worked on the 

cores - I didn't go back . . . well, I went back to Antarctica to do some instrumentation. 

What we did, we measured temperatures of the drill hole and we also measured the 

closure of the drill hole. This was to determine the nature of the plastic defamation in the 

____ of ____. And we have . . .  

 

BS:  Excuse me. You went back to . . . ?? 

 

TG:  We went back to Antarctica just to do instrumentation of the drill holes. 

 

BS:  When was this? This was after IGY. 

 

(200) 

 

TG:  This was after IGY. This would be from '59-'60, I went back. And also '60-'61. And 

that was to instrument the drill hole at Byrd Station.  

 

BS:  Explain what you mean by instrument the drill holes. 

 

TG:  OK. We measured the temperature in the drill hole, because when you drill a hole, 

you disturb . . . what we did . . . we capped the drill hole with a piece of piping and raised 

it about 10 feet above the surface so we could get back to it and find it and then when we 

did go back, we took the cap off and then measured the temperatures down the drill hole. 

 

BS:  Is this outside? 

 

TG:   Yes, outside.  
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BS:  Did you have a hut over where you drilled? 

 

TG:  No. We didn't have a hut. They were all taken down.  

 

BS:  Originally, you were working in a hut. 

 

TG:  Well, we were working in a trench. We dug a trench behind the tent structure that 

became a part of the drill rig and then worked in that trench. But, we also had huts for the 

drillers to work on the drill and things like that. 

 

BS:  So, you instrumented the drill hole. 

 

TG:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  And the instrumentation was the temperature. 

 

TG:  Temperature and for hole closure.  

 

BS:  That would have meant movement. 

 

TG:  Well. You measure closure because the walls of the hole want to close up because 

it's only air filled. There's no liquid balancing the overburden pressure to keep it at the 

same diameter. 

 

BS:  Oh, I see. The pressure drives the . . . 
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TG:  Drives, that's right. Drives it in and that . . . we examined those and we analyzed the 

data in terms of plastic flow laws, and they turned out to be a very good data set 

demonstrating the ____ of the ice. Demonstrating the actual plasticity and the laws of 

_____. So, that was done. In addition, we also measured the inclination of the drill hole. 

The drill hole should incline in some way, though it probably wasn't deep enough to be 

effective because the ice was over 2000 meters thick at this location. And so, there wasn't 

much inclination in the drill hole. The thing was moving probably about ten meters a 

year. 

 

BS:  So, you get inclination if it's close to the bottom. 

 

TG:  That's right, because that's where the action is really taking place. The real 

defamation. It’s also getting much warmer, the ice is more plastic. 

 

BS:  At the bottom 

 

TG:  At the bottom, at the bottom under 200 meters.  

 

BS:  Why is it getting warmer? 

 

TG:  Because the earth heat is combating the climatic chemistries at the surface, so what 

you do. 

 

BS:  You mean due to the weight? 
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TG:  No. You've got the climate of Antarctica and that controls the temperatures in the 

upper layers. And then the battle goes on between that condition and the geothermal heat 

coming through from the earth's crust.  

 

BS:  How about the heat from the weight of all this? 

 

TG:  No, there's not much heat involved in that. It's a battle going on between the climatic 

____ of Antarctica and the geothermal heat coming through the bed of the ice sheet. And 

it turned out . . . well, we can describe that later on because we drilled through at Byrd to 

the very bottom and found some very interesting things.  

 

BS:  So, here we are in '61. I assume that you're going to continue along chronologically. 

 

TG: Yeah. That's probably the easiest way to do it. It may be a little long, but . . .  

 

BS:  No, that's the proper way to do it for most people. I told you Pomerantz . . .  

 

TG:  Pomerantz did it by project because he had so many of them.  

 

BS:  Yeah, he was smart to do that. I'm glad he did. 

 

(250) 

 

TG:  So, I was married and by that time, two things happened. 

 

BS:  Where did you meet Marge? 
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TG:  In Chicago. She was from Gary, Indiana, actually. 

 

BS:  Italian family? 

 

TG:  Yes. Italian family. Well, Italian father and a Georgia Peach mother.  

 

BS:  Half and half. Typical of all of the America. 

 

TG:  Melting pot people. And so that's what happened there. And this was a time of great 

change, because old Byrd was just about to be abandoned and they were going to transfer 

to new Byrd, which was the under-snow camp. 

 

BS:  How far away was that? 

 

TG:  Ten kilometers. It was built in the same style that Camp Century was built prior to 

that. Camp Century was 1959, in Greenland. 1958-1959.  

 

BS:  Now, this was 1961, about? 

 

TG:  1960-1961. It was two years and by 1961, they had moved from old Byrd because it 

essentially was going into it's own crap hole. The floors were bending down. The roofs 

had to be held up by wooden beams and it was terribly inclined. I mean the floors were 

sliding all over the place. And it was in bad shape. And then they abandoned old Byrd 

and went to the new trench, under-snow trench station. It was a very nice station. But, 

they made the mistake of overheating the buildings in the trenches and this caused the 

walls to deform and the roofs to come down. I told you.  
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BS:  How high did they heat them up? 

 

TG:  They were T5s or little T6s. They had no insulation, really. They were prefabricated 

buildings and with no insulation, of course, all the heat was just going out through the 

bloody roofs and sides. And they had a real problem with this which was essentially - 

these stations were built to last 10 or 20 years maybe, if they kept the heat down or kept 

the rooms insulated. Things like that. But, they didn't last that long. 

 

BS:  Because they had uninsulated buildings inside? 

 

TG:  Yeah. It was just a bad heat transfer problem.  

 

BS:  Insulated buildings would have helped all that. 

 

TG:  Would have helped a lot, yes. Insulated buildings would have helped a lot. But, 

there was going to be defamation of the walls anyway. They're going to bulge out 

because the weight of the snow was building up. Also, they didn't keep the . . . the idea 

behind this was to have no object on the surface that would attract snow build-up. That 

was a good idea. However, they had a communication trench that went to the outside, 

which was where they'd garage all the tractors and things like that - the garage trench. 

They had to dig it out, so they built a great mound of snow and they never moved the big 

mound of snow much. So, the snow built up over the camp and loaded it down and these 

were known as the Nash Hills in honor of one of the Navy commanders of the station 

who was there at the time this all happened. They called them the Nash Hills. 

 

(300) 
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I mean, it wasn't his fault. It just got beyond him because they just didn't have the means 

to get rid of the blasted snow, not really. I mean it doesn't take much to get away from 

you. You're probably well aware. And so that's what happened. 

 

BS:  Elmer Cranton, when he was ONC out there, he went out about three or four miles 

and it looked flat at the end of the winter. But, it wasn't flat.  

 

TG:  A  big hump. It just slowly built up. 

 

BS:  And I did that at South Pole. I went out looking for Pomerantz' outlying station. I 

looked back and you could see the whole horizon and then you could see . . .  

 

TG:  Hump. Yeah. So, even the best laid plans of mice and men don't always work out. It 

was a good idea to build the camp under the snow as long as you don't have obstructions 

there or you have ways of getting out of the camp without piling up snow at the end of 

your trench. Well, they had no way of getting out, so they had to have this garage trench, 

which was a really wide trench. They'd just push it forward and then it gets heaped up 

outside the trench entrance. And that's the beginning of doing you in. So, now they're 

going to building the stations on stilts. It helps a bit. 

 

BS:  So, you're at the point where you're building the new Byrd station. How did that 

affect your work? 

 

TG:  It didn't. I mean, it was a good station to begin with. It was very spacious. There was 

plenty of room. There were many trenches. 
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BS:  What I meant was where did you drill?  Were you down in the trench when you 

drilled? 

 

TG:  No, we didn't do any drilling until 1968. 

 

BS:  OK. But, you were there . . .  

 

TG: I went back a couple of times after 1961, to keep instrumenting the old drill hole at 

Byrd - the 309 meter drill hole at Byrd. Those were very, very important experiments 

because you were able to evaluate the effect of defamation with time and the changes in 

the temperature profile with time. These were valuable data sets because they were 

continuous. 

 

BS:  How long were you going back and forth to Byrd? 

 

TG:  Oh, I went back four or five times during that interval between '60 and '66, say. 

Then, in '67, the station was still in pretty good shape although they'd been building this 

hump up of snow. They began installing the electromechanical drill to do the deep core 

drilling at Byrd. In 1966, they had succeeded in going through the Greenland ice sheet at 

Camp Century and the same kind of drill was transported to Antarctica in '66-'67, for 

transfer to Byrd Station. And they started to . . . they did the initial drilling of the upper 

part of the hole in '66-'67. 

 

(350) 

 

And then, we went back in October '67, to finish the drilling. We had gotten down to 

about 200 - just under 300 meters between the initial stages of the drilling and then they 
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left for the winter and came back the following summer, and drilled the hole to 2164 

meters depth, and we reached the bottom of the ice sheet at that point.  

 

BS:  That's the first drilling through the Antarctic continent . . . I mean . . .  

 

TG:  First drilling to bedrock in deep ice.  

 

BS:  Who was the project manager? Was that you? 

 

TG:  No, no. I was project glaciologist, but managing the drilling program was Lyle 

Hanson. And the two drillers were Herb [Ueda] and Don Garfield. And we had a crew of 

draftee soldiers. These people . . . we should back up just a wee bit. CRREL had been 

established in New Hampshire in 1961. The building was constructed in the beginning of 

1960. It was completed in 1961, and we transferred everything from Wilmette and 

Evanston and came out to Hanover, New Hampshire. And we changed our name from 

SIPRE - Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment to Cold Regions Research 

Engineering Lab, because that new lab combined several elements from the Boston area. 

 

BS:  I met Lyle in McMurdo in '66-'67, and I met you, but you were also doing the Dailey 

Islands. You'd done that the year before, too.  

 

TG:  Well, yeah. Because I worked on the Dailey Islands. 

 

BS:  What was that project all about? 

 

TG:  That was to determine the origin of the ice on the Koetlitz ice tongue. And it 

appears to be a very interesting thing. It begins as an outlet glacier, but because of topside 
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melting and bottom freezing of seawater, it transforms into a sea ice shelf some distance 

down from where the outlet enters the sea.  

 

BS:  Why? 

 

TG:  Because the ice is melting on the top and the ice is accreting on the bottom - 

seawater was freezing on the bottom. And after a period of time, you take all the glacial 

ice off and you're left with just the sea ice that's been growing on the bottom. 

 

BS:  But, you've still got a glacier going.  

 

TG:  Yes, it's still continuous as one piece. 

 

BS:  Now it's salt water. 

 

TG:  But, it's a salt-water sheet now and it's going out to sea. This occurs . . . the final 

transition from glacial ice to sea ice - and you can actually measure the transition area - 

occurs about 32 kilometers from the ice front, so there's substantial amount of sea ice 

shelf that is formed and making its way to the front.  

 

(400) 

 

BS:  So, you have 32 miles of nothing but . . .  

 

TG:  Thirty-two kilometers of nothing but sea ice shelf that's replaced the glacial ice that 

came off from the original outlet glacier, called the Koetlitz and then by this process of 

top ice melting and bottom ice freezing, you replace it entirely with sea ice.  
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BS:   You remember explaining that to me in the bar? 

 

TG:  Yeah, I think I did. 

 

BS:  That was 30-some years ago. I was absolutely fascinated by it. I've never forgotten 

it.  

 

TG:  So anyway, that's what happened. We were investigating that process, but at the 

same time.  

 

BS:  (Bonnie), Tony and I met on this project in 1966 or '67. The first year I was there. 

 

TG:  Was it the first year? 

 

BS:  Yeah.  

 

TG:  And we were laying out survey markers. Apart of that, we had gone out in '64, to 

examine fish remains and how they got there on the surface of the ice tongue. And we 

also were interested in all the debris that was lying on the surface. There was a lot of rock 

debris lying on the surface and we were interested in how it got in there. And we solved 

that problem. 

 

BS:  How did it get in there? 

 

TG:  Well, it got in frozen at the bottom when the  . . . well, one way of forming is to 

have the sea water freezing in contact with the bottom of the ocean at that point and it 
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picks up animals, sea creatures, and of course since the top was going down and the 

bottom was going up, they'd make their way through the ice. And they'd finally get to the 

surface, but they can't oblate, like the ice can. So, they just get a free ride to the sea, so 

you get all this debris on the surface and you find fish remains on the surface. What we 

found underneath the ice . . . we found a huge layer of fresh water and this water had 

formed in the summer by going down tide cracks - these were in front of the islands that 

are . . . the Dailey Islands sort of anchor the front edge of this sea ice shelf. But, then you 

have the tidal cracks opening and closing with melt water going down to the bottom, it 

then forms a layer between the ice bottom and the ocean water. Apparently it's stable 

enough or ____ stable to stay liquid and you form this big layer of liquid fresh water 

sandwiched between the ice and the seawater.  

 

(450) 

 

Now, this is apparently going to be an unstable situation. It's a _____ stable situation, but 

it goes on so slowly that you can build up quite a thickness of freshwater layer and we 

drilled through that and the instant we drilled through it, it just froze immediately. It was 

super cooled. 

 

BS:  So, it was the pressure that kept it . . . ? 

 

TG:  Well, no, it's just a process of diffusion that you can form a layer - you get 

freshwater sitting on top of sea water, but overlain by a piece of ice. It's just a gentle, 

very, very delicate balance between melting and freezing. 

 

BS:  Did it freeze out your hole? 
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TG:  Oh, yeah. Freeze up the holes. But, this had to occur during . . . this had 

accumulated all winter. I mean, it had stopped at the end of summer and just sat there. 

And until we agitated the water, which was enough to start freezing, it goes. When we 

went down as much as 15 feet before the freezing stopped and when we knew we were 

through the fresh water layer into the seawater below.  

 

BS:  Oh, I see. So, the whole layer froze? 

 

TG:  The whole layer froze. 

 

BS:  How far? 

 

TG:  Well, we don't know. We only had a drill hole. It probably went a hell of a long way 

out. 

 

BS:  Yes. 

 

TG:  Right around the island. So, we initiated this freezing process. We now believe that 

this is how the big fish - the ________ - got trapped. They come up for spawning from 

the deeper - deep bottom animals, these fish. These are things that Arthur Reese catches. 

These big guys - up to 6 or 7 feet long. Big jaws, and they were lying on the surface of 

the ice in _____. I mean, we found them when we went there, these old remains and 

they'd obviously gotten into the ice and come up through by this process of surface 

melting and bottom freezing. 

 

BS:  Did they die in the fresh water layer?  Did that cause them to die? 
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TG: Well, that's what we think now.   

 

BS:  They couldn't breathe. 

 

TG:  Well, they just got immersed I mean, when they come into the fresh water layer, 

they disturb it.  

 

BS:  Ohhhhhh. I got you. 

 

TG:  And at that point, mass killing. Before that, we would have thought these were 

being brought to the surface in some way by seals because we sometimes found bodies of 

seals amongst the fish. Now, they may have just chased them in. But, in so doing, they 

encountered the . . . they got caught too.  

 

BS:  About how thick was the layer of fresh water? 

 

TG:  Up to 15 feet thick, so that's how I think that they were actually caught in. And so, 

it's a nasty way to go for the fish, but they just get frozen in. 

 

BS:  So, you did the Koetlitz work from '64 to '68? 

 

(500) 

 

TG:  And then we also examined the transition area and we more or less solved the 

problem of what goes on. And then we were surveying the movement. That's when we 

went out with you. We were using [teleorometers] in those days at two of the islands and 

triangulating in on these poles to get movement. And it's moving at about 5 meters a year. 
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But, it's ablating at least a meter in some places a year. I mean, it really is melting down. 

Big rivers. 

 

BS:  Travel on the surface absorbs the heat. 

 

TG:  And you get really thick piles . . . then the piles get so thick, they then start 

protecting the surface.  

 

BS:  Yeah, insulating it.  

 

TG:  The funny thing, we went back in 1980, and the whole area had changed. Big 

changes upon that ice surface. It looked totally different. The drainage structure looked 

completely different. 

 

BS:  How so? 

 

TG:  Well, because these are some very, very wide streams and they migrate and the 

ultimate change was that you couldn't recognize anything you had seen in previous years, 

telegraphic-wise. It just didn't look the same.  

 

BS:  Like your new landscape. 

 

TG:  Yeah. Because it's changing.  

 

BS:  All this poses a question, which I'll ask. This happens on the bottom of the ice sheet 

and because really, the ice sheet was thin, it manifests itself on the surface. But, suppose 

it were a thousand feet thick and it was coming across, would you still get this thing on 
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the bottom and gravel and stuff being taken up to where it slides off the land into deep 

water? 

 

TG:  If it was that thick, it would be a different situation because, when the ice comes off 

at the front of the Koetlitz, it's probably much thicker than that. But . . .  

 

BS:  You see rocks in the icebergs and dirt layers in icebergs. 

 

TG:  Yeah, that's right. These can come from several different sources. They can be 

dropped on the top or they are brought in at the bottom and sometimes you can't tell one 

from the other. 

 

(550) 

 

In the case of the Koetlitz, when the Koetlitz came into the sea and became a floating 

glacier, it was probably much thicker, much thicker. It may have been two or three meters 

thick. I don't think anybody has made any particular measurements of the thickness of the 

ice where the Koetlitz enters the sea. But, they could be two or three hundred meters 

thick at that point. But, it starts to thin by both plastic flow as it  floats out and by surface 

ablation because it's surrounded by all those bare rocks. There's a tremendous amount of 

radiational heat affecting the melting and so this is the origin of all these melt streams. 

And so it melts down until you reach a thickness where you can start growing sea ice on 

the bottom and that appears to be about when the ice is now reduced to something like 

18-20 meters thick. The glacier ice is reduced to something like 18-20 meters thick, 

because that's when you start to see the sea ice growing on. We tracked it with radar with 

Austin Kovaks, who worked at CRREL. We went out there years later and tracked this 

transition. 
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BS:  Eighteen to twenty meters? 

 

TG:  By the time it gets to 18-20 meters thick, the sea ice and the temperature profile 

situation through the ice is such that the sea water can begin freezing on the bottom of 

this glacial ice sheet which has been thinned to about 80 meters. Because that's where 

you find the start of the ____ forming. And then it keeps adding itself and of course it 

melts down from the surface and you get rid of the glacial ice . . . and you can see the 

actual transition. We actually drilled for this transition and we found it, but in actual fact, 

we could have gotten this from satellites because it's beautifully marked in the satellite 

photographs. I can show you in the satellite photographs. 

 

BS:  Have you see the '67 satellite photographs? 

 

TG:  Well, we were using LANDSATS.  

 

BS:  I understand. OK. '67? 

 

TG:  Well, they were up pretty early.  

 

BS:  ERTS was first. And that was really in LANDSAT. But, we had IRTZ and AJAX 

and that's where they named it LANDSAT.  

 

(600) 

 

TG:  And so, you can see it with almost any polar orbiting satellite.  
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(End of Tape 1 - Side B) 

___________________________ 

 

(Begin Tape 2 - Side A) 

 

(000) 

 

BS:  This is Tape 2 of Dr. Tony Gow and we were talking about the Koetlitz Glacier 

Project. 

 

TG:  Dailey Islands. 

 

BS:  Dailey Islands and I raised the point at this time that Phil Smith, who was the 

science coordinator in McMurdo said that one of the nice things about what went on was 

the cooperation between the Navy and the science community and he said if it weren't for 

that, the whole IGY project wouldn't have worked at all. Can you enlighten on this 

project, how things went like that? 

 

TG:  Well, actually Phil comes a little sooner because Phil had contact with Willy, Willy 

Weeks, and had suggested that we might go to the Koetlitz. This was before we ever went 

to the Koetlitz. 

 

BS:  This is Phil, the logistician. 

 

TG:  Yeah, he was kind of . . . this was Phil Smith, and he suggested to me that we take a 

look and he had spoken to Willy - this was the early '60s - that we take a look and that we 

do this work. That's why in '64, I think it was, or '63, I went and had a look at the Koetlitz 
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to see what the hell was going on the Koetlitz. So, we had a number of young soldiers at 

CRREL - they were S & Es, Science and Engineering, they were draftees who had 

degrees, some had PhDs, some had their Master's, some had Bachelor's degrees and 

rather than going to Viet Nam and places like this, they came to CRREL and were very 

happy to be there. And so we took these guys down with us and they helped on all these 

projects up until 1974-75 - all our projects were assisted greatly by these draftees. These 

are guys that were just drafted in because they couldn't avoid being drafted. They were 

finishing university careers and they were draftable.  

 

BS:  Did any of them stay on with CRREL? 

 

TG:  Oh, a whole host of them did. That's where many of them are, yeah. That's where 

they started their careers. There must be 20 of them that did that and that's where they got 

going in their careers. So, Phil Smith essentially got us interested in the Koetlitz Glacier. 

 

BS:  I see. I didn't know that. 

 

TG:  Yes, Phil had spoken with Willy. He had met him at a meeting. 

 

BS:  So, you didn't have any trouble getting the logistic support then, thanks to . . . it was 

Phil's project. 

 

TG:  No. He honchoed it along, actually.  

 

BS:  Phil Smith was the science coordinator in McMurdo and that's whom we're talking 

about here. 
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TG:  Correct. 

 

BS:  Bonnie, that's the same job your son has right now on this day. She's Brian's mom. 

 

TG:  Boy, time goes 'round the circle. 

 

BS: Well, that's the connection. Bonnie's cranked into this. Kind of makes her feel closer.  

My wife, you know, all these guys come and we talk about all this stuff and there's no 

connection. Well, my daughter can talk; she was there with my son-in-law, and Bonnie's 

doing this, so it's getting to be a family thing. So, here you are . . . the Koetlitz thing, but 

it's still about '67-'68. Got away from the drilling project. 

 

TG:  So now, we're going back to Byrd to do the final phase of the drilling, which is what 

we did. And in January 1968, we penetrated the bottom of the ice sheet at a depth of 

2,164 meters. And we tried to penetrate into the bed, but we encountered water at the bed 

- a layer of fresh water. So, the bottom of the ice sheet is actually at the melting point. So, 

it's at the pressure melting point and the pressure melting point at this location, because 

of the weight of the ice, is minus 1.61, -1.7 degrees Celsius. 

 

BS:  Melting point was minus 1.61-1.7 degrees Celsius. 

 

(50) 

 

TG:  And we had fresh water come up the hole because the hole wasn't quite . . . when we 

drill, we have to fill it with a fluid. The fluid that we use is diesel oil, but we have to use a 

densifier to bring it to the same specific gravity as the ice so the ice doesn't know that 

there's a hole being drilled in it. Because the load is equal to that of the ice and it stays 
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open, it's the only way to keep the hole open. So, you have to equalize the pressure from 

the hole. But, then we ran out of the densifier and we had to use another material called 

glycol. The glycol was used to dissolve the chips during the drilling. It was a different 

process that we used and it was an ingenious process developed by Lyle Hanson and as 

the chips are ground, as the bit goes down through the ice and generates chips, the chips 

were then taken into the glycol and then stored in the tank and it forms an emulsion and 

then when you take the core up to the surface, you then drain the glycol tanks, put them 

into barrels and then put another charge of glycol in the tank and go down and take 

another core. But, in the meantime, the hole has been filled with diesel oil and this 

densifier to bring it up to the correct density equal to that of the ice. And that stops the 

hole from closing in. Otherwise, if you go down much further than, say  500 meters, at 

this location, and you didn't use drill fluids, the hole would close up very quickly and 

you'd get squeezed off. So, it was just to keep the hole open that we had to do this.  

 

BS:  When you hit the bottom, something else happened. 

 

TG:  Something else happened. Yeah. We ran into water and then we tried to drill down 

and we got about 5 feet down, but we couldn't extract a core. And we just couldn't. 

 

BS:  Because you were in the rock. 

 

TG:  Well, we weren't in rock. We were actually in gravel because there's loose material 

under the ice just like a sponge and it's bringing the water up underneath the ice sheet and 

we couldn't retract it because all the gravel would pull out of the bottom of the core 

barrel. So, there was no way of trapping it off because the core barrel is always open and 

if it's gravel, it's loose material, it's not consolidated, it just falls through the bottom of the 

core barrel, so we could never get a sample of this gravel, even if we went 5 feet down. 
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But, we know that it was in gravel because the drill barrel, the core barrel, and the teeth  - 

they were diamond teeth - we used diamonds all the way, actually - the thing was 

abraded. The paint had come off. The bits were painted orange and the paint was coming 

off so we knew we were going through an abrasive material, which we believe was gravel 

or till. Glacier [tenders] call it till, underneath the ice sheet and we could never get a 

bottom sample. So, we had to discontinue the drilling at that point.  

 

BS:  But, the fresh water and the gravel were  . . .  

 

TG:  Coming from anywhere. I mean, it's just percolating . . .  

 

BS:  The water's on the top of the gravel or it's mixed with the gravel? 

 

TG:  It's mixed in with the gravel. It's like a big sponge. Because of the pressure melting 

point, it means that the rock underneath is at that temperature, the water is at that 

temperature, so any water that gets into the gravel is just going to be pumped up.  It's just 

going to find its head. What happened was, we replaced the last bit of diesel oil and 

triethylene with glycol, which doesn't load the hole sufficiently to prevent, and so the 

hole was under load at the bottom so the water came up the hole to a level where it was 

equilibrated with the head. And it came up about 200 feet, rose up the hole about 200 feet 

before it came into equilibrium with the load.  

 

BS:  And it didn't freeze like it did under the _____. 

 

TG:  It did. 

 

BS: Oh, it did. I gotcha. 
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TG:  That was part of the problem. When it came up the hole, it started to freeze because 

it's much colder 200 meters above the bed than it is at the bed. And it freezes and so 

when we went back the following year, what we had done, we had redesigned the drill to 

be able to take a gravel sample by capping it off at the bit and taking pictures and things 

like that. 

 

(100) 

 

And so we went down and tried to bale out the slush, but unfortunately it got so thick, we 

had to drill it out because it had really frozen. In the process of doing this, we slightly 

over drilled. We had a driller who slightly over drilled and the chips went up over the top 

of the drill tool and sat on top and froze in. So, what we got, we got plugged off. There 

was a plug of ice in there. We could rotate the drill. We could do everything with the 

drill, but we could not lift it up and we were putting up to 80 to 90,000 pounds on that 

drill string. I mean we almost brought the tower down. We were pulling so hard on it. 

But, it would not release. So, the drill got stuck and we just couldn't get it out.  

 

BS:  Drill's still there. 

 

TG:  The drill is still there. And it's a wonderful radar target if anybody goes back. But, at 

the same time that we got through to the bottom almost to the day, Charlie Swithenbank 

flew over in a C-130 with a radio echo sounding gear, and actually showed - they went 

over across the runway and they found the bottom except in the vicinity of the drill hole 

where there was no reflection because of water. Water absorbs the signal and you don't 

get any bottom reflection off the bedrock. And so, they essentially documented what we 
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had found and this was the first successful radio-echo sounding of the ice sheet at that 

location.  

 

BS:  So, you actually . . .  

 

TG:  We drilled through and they came almost at the same time and . . .  

 

BS:  You validated one another.  

 

TG:  We validated essentially the question of the melting on the bottom at that location. 

Further out from Byrd, you do get a bottom signal back, so it's not melting apparently. 

Further back, it's a very spotty melting process.  

 

BS:  So, Charlie's signal bounced off . . .  

 

TG:  The water layer. 

 

BS:  The water layer just the same as it would over the Ross Ice Shelf. 

 

TG:  That's right, and you don't see the bottom. So, it validates and this occurred almost 

at the same time, just after we had drilled through. I mean, we were in radio contact with 

the plane. So, in essence, radio-echo sounding and deep core drilling were the real 

pinnacles of glaciology. I mean, these were pinnacle achievements. And they came 

almost simultaneously.  

 

BS:  And this was which year? 
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TG:  This was '68. It was either January the 31st, or the first part of February. I think it 

was January 31st when he came over. But, it just happened to coincide with our 

penetrating the ice sheet and their flying over the ice sheet at Byrd Station. I mean, it was 

very fortuitous in a way, but it was absolutely the pinnacle of achievement, because that 

laid open the whole ice sheet to radio-echo surveying and we could say that we had 

actually penetrated the bottom of the ice sheet for the first time. So, that was really a 

glaciological pinnacle. 

 

BS:  That was when they started to do the whole continent on the grid. 

 

TG:  Yeah. But, from then, we've kind of descended down the pinnacle because we 

haven't done very much deep, deep drilling in Antarctica since. The Russians have and 

things like that, but we haven't. But, that was a real pinnacle of success. 

 

BS:  That was the last of the deep drilling. 

 

TG:  By the US. Well, we've done Siple Dome to 1000 meters. We've done Taylor Dome 

to about 580 meters, but we haven't done any deep drilling in West Antarctica. And this 

is now projected to be done in future years. But, they've got to get a new drill. So, there's 

been a pretty long period of time in which there's been really no deep drilling done by the 

US except in Greenland when we went. And I was on that project. We can talk about it 

later on - in the '90s. 

 

(150) 

 

But, in Antarctica, except for the Russian drilling and now the on-going French drilling . . 

.  
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BS: Was Bill Jacoby working on your project? 

 

TG:  Yeah, but he came later. He came in later years. They came the following year . . . 

well, no. They came the following year or two years later. Jacoby and Herbst . . . a fellow 

called Herbst. He lived in Las Vegas, I believe.  

 

BS:  They drilled my oil well in Barrow. 

 

TG:  Jacoby did. 

 

BS:  Yeah. 

 

TG:  Yeah, but Herbst was with him. There was a guy called Herbst and a guy called 

Jacoby, right. Bill Jacoby and Herbst.  

 

BS: He was a drinker, wasn't he? 

 

TG:  Well . . . yeah. 

 

BS:  OK, so January '68, you did the deep drilling and broke through. What then? What 

did you do? 

 

TG:  Then that core was a very, very important core. I mean it was a quintessential core. 

It was analyzed by many, many people. 

 

BS:  Who's the many, many? I mean what other institutions, I should say? 
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TG:  Stable isotopes, chemistry, physical properties, gas hydrates. I mean, these were 

institutions in Europe and the US - many, many institutions. The Swiss got into it, the 

Danes got into it. And many US institutions did it - the University of Washington did the 

isotope work. Epstein at Cal Tech did the initial isotopal work. 

 

BS:  Epstein at Cal Tech.  

 

TG:  Yes, he just died recently. Peter Krill, UNH people, I think, were involved, Ohio 

State became involved. Just a whole host of institutions, glaciological institutions, in 

addition to the European institutions made famous by ____ for example and people like 

him, and ____ka at Bern, in Switzerland.  

 

BS:  So, how about yourself? Did you do . . .? 

 

TG:   Yes, I did a lot of work on the Byrd core. I did all the physical properties, the ice 

crystal work, fabrics, things like that.  

 

BS:  Physical stuff.  

 

TG:  Physical properties, but then the interesting thing about this core was that as we 

were going down, we passed from good core at about 400 meters into very brittle core 

and this was because there were still bubbles in the ice and they're pressurized under the 

overburden pressure and when the ice comes out, it literally explodes because it's 

relaxing and the bubbles are bursting and things like that. And the deeper we went, the 

worse it really got. The core heals pretty quickly at the cracks so you can get a complete 

piece of core out, but you can't touch it. As soon as you touch it, it starts to splinter 
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concordally, and so it's really unstable. This lasts for about 6 or 7 months, but after 6 or 7 

months, it's sufficiently relaxed after it's actually expanded a wee bit. 

 

BS:  Did you give it room to expand? 

 

TG:  Yeah. It will expand by forming cracks. 

 

BS:  This is actually from air pressure, right? 

 

TG:  Well, yeah, because it's been down at ____ pressure which is much greater than the 

atmospheric pressure, so it's got to come back to atmospheric pressure and relax 

elastically, which it does. You can actually measure the amount of volume increase in the 

ice core. 

 

BS:  The air stays trapped in that. 

 

(200) 

 

TG:  The air stays trapped in the bubbles. But, the bubbles also can split and when they 

split, they allow the gas to escape and get out. And so this rather intricate process goes on 

for about 6 months after which time you can now cut the core.  

 

BS:  So, you have to let it age. 

 

TG:  You have to let it relax, let it age. That's right. And we found this with all the cores 

that were drilled so far in Greenland and Antarctica.  
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BS:  So, they age for about 6 months. 

 

TG:  Yeah, age 6 months to a year and by the time we'd gotten the core back, it was about 

a year old and so it was easy to cut. When before, right after the core was freshly taken 

from the drill hole, anything from below 400 meters to 1100 meters was almost 

impossible to cut. But, what happened was that we noticed that the bubbles concentration 

started to decrease, indicating that the air was disappearing.  

 

BS:  Getting out. 

 

TG:  Well, it wasn't getting out. What it was doing . . . and then at 1100 meters, the ice 

became completely bubble free. There wasn't a bubble in the ice and the ice could be cut 

as soon as it was cored, you could bring the ice up to the surface and you could just cut it 

like cheese, or butter. So, it went from very brittle ice to very ductile ice. 

 

BS:  But, you couldn't measure the air in it. 

 

TG:  Well, when we were making thin sections and we were putting them down on a hot 

glass plate, all the air would come out, so the air was now dissolved in the ice.  

 

BS:  Ahh-h-h. 

 

TG:  It dissolved under pressure. And it dissolved a very special way. This was the first 

time anybody had seen this process going on. I and other people were . . . I mean, I was 

the first one to find this out. And what apparently it forms is a gas hydrate. It forms an 

expanded water molecule that accommodates the size of the large gas molecules and in 

doing that, it traps them and the word clathrate means trap or jail cell, or what is called a 
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gas hydrate. And there are many things found that are clathrate hydrated in certain 

chemical species. Chloral hydrate is a gas hydrate as it turns out. When they were 

pumping gas from the gas wells in the '40, they noticed that ice would form at about 40 

degrees, because what was happening was that the gas was liquefying at about 40 degrees 

Fahrenheit and would block the gas pipes because under pressure, the gas goes into 

solution. And the water, these things can freeze the moisture and even at 40 degrees 

which is way above the normal freezing point of water. And this is why the early gas 

pipes were blocking out because of this gas hydrate problem. Methane goes into solution 

at just a few atmospheres. And, of course, the gas hydrate then comes out and forms this 

ice. And the same in an ice core. The gases go into solution, essentially, through this 

enlarged water lattice. But, the water lattice is actually cubic, it's not hexagonal.  

 

(250) 

 

So, there's a change of structure here too, but the point is that all the gas goes into 

invisibility. Can't see it under a microscope, no gas bubbles are present. So, it's there. 

And when you take a piece of ice and melt it, you see it come bubbling out. However, 

over a period of time, it's now out of equilibrium. The core is now out of equilibrium with 

what was down there in the ice sheet under pressure. And it starts bubbling out. The ice 

starts bubbling out in the cores. 

 

BS:  The ice starts? 

 

TG:  Yes, it starts to bubble out these bubbles, these gas hydrate bubbles. They 

dissociate. 

 

BS:  The gas starts bubbling out. 
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TG:  Yeah, and they form inclusions. They form these inclusions, big gas inclusions, but, 

as I say, they start to bubble out because you've taken the pressure off of the ice core by 

bringing it up to the surface and since it formed at pressure, the gas hydrate begins to 

dissociate. 

 

BS:  Do you remember the slides you sent me a few years ago? 

 

TG:  Yeah.   

 

BS:  Is that this process now? 

 

TG:  Yeah. Because the process, between bubbles disappearing and the gas hydrates 

forming, there's a period of transition - a transition of depth at which you find original 

bubbles and then after you take a core out, you find gas hydrate bubbles, and so you've 

got a mixture of them.  

 

BS:  Can you measure the pollutants that are in the air at the time? 

 

TG: Oh, yeah.  

 

BS:  In those hydrate bubbles. It doesn't screw up the chemistry. 

 

TG:  No, it doesn't screw up the chemistry, and apparently this occurs at pressures of 

around 100 bars. The actual clathrate process depends a little bit on the temperature at 

which the ice is, but it does require a minimal pressure. And that pressure is somewhere 

around 100 bars. 100 atmospheres - same thing. So, you've got to be down about 1000 
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meters before this process really starts kicking in. But, as you go deeper and deeper, more 

pressure therefore faster [dissolution?] and finally all the air disappears- at least the 

bubbles disappear - but, the air is still there. It's just trapped in the ice. 

 

BS:  So, it takes 6 months for all this stuff to reappear? 

 

TG:  No, it starts reappearing within a few days. Very slowly to begin with. This is part 

of the relaxation process. This is described in the paper I wrote in 1971, and so it's all 

documented. 

 

BS:  This is one of those surprise discoveries. 

 

TG:  Yeah, this was a real surprise because we were beginning to wonder if we were 

going to get any goddamn good core at all because it was getting worse, and worse, and 

worse as we were going deeper and deeper. And then I noticed that it appeared that the 

ice was getting a little clearer. 

 

BS:  So, you were doing spot analysis as you brought cores up, and then later you 

followed it up, still on the ice. 

 

TG:  Yeah. And then . . . yeah, because . . .  

 

BS:  How about on the ship on the way home? 

 

TG:  No, we came back. We went to McMurdo and came back by air and the cores came 

back on the ship and then we waited for them to get back to CRREL. But, while we were 

doing this, while I was processing cores, I was looking at the stratigraphy and I was 
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making thin sections and thick sections. I was examining the process and discovering 

some of this stuff going on while I was at Byrd Station. 

 

BS: So, this was the ice core that shot through the continent. 

 

(300) 

 

TG:  Yeah, but, it also laid open some of these very interesting problems. But, that's not 

the only one. The other one was we found major deposition of volcanic ash in these 

layers. We found over 2000 of them. 

 

BS:  Antarctic volcanoes? 

 

TG:  Yes. Well, mainly Antarctic volcanoes. They have actually been attributed to either 

Mt. Takahe in western Antarctica or to Mt. Melbourne or Mt. Berlin. 

 

BS:  Name those again. Takahe? 

 

TG:  Takahe. Berlin, and Melbourne. But, Berlin is probably a major one. But, there are 

other potential volcanoes in the Executive Committee range, some large volcanoes. 

 

BS:  How far back did these layers go, chronologically? 

 

TG:  Well, they first began falling in as we observed them . . .  

 

BS:  I don't mean the ash. I mean the layers in the core at the bottom. 
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TG:  The layers at the core at the bottom? Well, we couldn't see any layering actually in 

the core at the bottom.  

 

BS:  As you went down, how far back in? 

 

TG:  We didn't do much annual layer counting. 

 

BS:  3000, 4000, 10,000? 

 

TG:  Not even that. We did coring in the upper layers by hand drilling and we were able 

to look at some of the stratigraphy, but we couldn't go back very far. And we didn't really 

have the time to do that either. And so we didn't get any annual layer dating per se on this 

particular deep core. But, we knew approximately ages in the upper 30 or 40 meters from 

work in a mine that was excavated at Byrd and also drill holes, shallow drill holes drilled 

by hand - things like this. But, but we didn't ____ on any deep stratigraphy like we did at 

GISP. This was a little bit different situation. But, the bottom of the ice contained 4.83 

meters of debris in layers and this indicated that it was frozen on. There had been 

episodes of freezing and melting underneath this ice shelf. And when it freezes, it goes 

over the bed and picks up junk and incorporates it in the bottom of the ice. Then after a 

certain amount of time, something gets melted off and then it will continue reprocessing 

the dirt, things like that. And it is accumulated up to about 4.8 meters of debris, stratified 

debris, some of which included cobbles this big that we actually drilled through. And 

some were only partially drilled, so they were probably small boulders that were being 

picked up off of the bed. And we analyzed these and found what they were composed of. 

They are composed of a variety of materials that you would expect - volcanic, 

sedimentary metamorphic. I mean it's just a variety of materials being scraped off the 

bed. 
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BS:  On the forward edge of the Ross Ice Shelf, did any of this stuff migrate up anywhere 

near the top that might have been picked up on the bottom? 

 

TG:  No. 

 

BS:  How high did it migrate up? 

 

TG:  4.8 meters. That's it.  

 

BS:  Once it floated out to sea, you didn't add anything on the bottom? 

 

TG:  That's what we found at Byrd and of course, it's still on the ground of the ice sheet. 

Even though it's below sea level, it's still solid ice all the way.  

 

BS:  But, you drilled through the . . .  

 

(350) 

 

TG:  Ross Ice Shelf, and that was all glacial ice. There was no sea ice accreted to it. 

However, there was an interesting story at J-9 where we did find sea ice accreted to the 

bottom.  

 

BS:  How thick was that? 

 

TG:  This was about 4 meters thick. 
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BS:  The sea ice was. 

 

TG:  The sea ice layer. 

 

BS:  How thick was the floating . . .  

 

TG:  410. 

 

BS:  Meters. 

 

TG:  Or 412. I think we went a total of 416 meters. 

 

BS: This was later. 

 

TG:  This was in '78. So, it's later. 

 

BS:  Well, I'd better take you back and get you back in time - 1968. Charlie Swithenbank 

at this point. You take the cores home and you did a lot of work on them and then what 

did you do after that? 

 

TG:  This became a quintessential core that kept us involved for a number of years and 

we were writing a number of papers over the years when we were working on this core. 

Parts of the core were distributed to the Swiss and the Danes and to institutions in the 

United States. And they did their thing. Epstein and Sharp and I wrote up the first paper 

to demonstrate that the northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere glaciations were 

essentially synchronous because Dansgard had obtained an isotope profile  - stabile 

isotope profile - at Camp Century and then we got ours at Byrd and they were essentially 
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synchronous  _____, meaning both isotope profiles, which are essentially measuring 

paleotemperatures in the ice sheet, were essentially identical. So, we now know that . . . 

which is what you'd anticipate anyway, possibly, that Arctic and Antarctic glaciation 

were essentially synchronous. 

 

BS:  So, the climate . . .  

 

TG:  Climate changes occurred almost simultaneously. 

 

BS:  At both ends. 

 

TG:  Major climate changes occurred essentially simultaneously in both hemispheres, 

which is probably the air, ocean, and direction that you'd expect this kind of circulation 

situation. ____ climate change, driven by ocean air interactions. So, that was '68, and into 

the '70s, we did this work. 

 

BS:  Sounds like you could have probably relaxed and stayed there and studied these 

cores for 20 years. 

 

TG:  Well, yeah, but I didn't want to do that.  

 

BS:  That was a leading question. 

 

TG:  Then I got interested in lake ice. 

 

BS: What did you do in the field next? 
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TG:  I went into the field locally. 

 

BS:  This was after '68. 

 

TG:  Yeah, in the field locally and worked on lakes and did pretty major work. 

 

BS:  In Chicago, or . . . ? 

 

TG:  No, no, this was in Hanover. We were in Hanover. And I did a lot of lake ice work 

examining the crystal structure, the [growth] history, freeze up and ice out, determining 

when the ice freezes up and when it disappears from the lakes, and using that information 

for climate records. 

 

(400) 

 

It turns out that the freeze up and ice out - ice is when the ice disappears generally from a 

lake in the spring. Now, there are a number of lakes that have been examined for very 

long periods of time - up to 200 years in some cases - but, they're tied to a lottery. People 

gamble on when the ice is going to go out. And some of these records go back 200 years. 

They are extremely accurate because they use the same criterion for measuring when the 

ice disappears. It's things like a rocking chair on the ice with a clock tied to a rope or a 

string and when that ice disappears, the clock trips and that gives the exact minute. And 

so, people that have been doing these lotteries, heaven knows for 150 years, to the minute 

they know a certain criterion of ice out and it's being done for several lakes in Maine, 

New Hampshire, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and for various long terms. Some of these go 

back 60 or 70 years. Others go back 30 or 40 years. Others like Lake Sunapee here goes 

back 160 years. Moosehead Lake goes back about 160 years. So, you get a long record of 
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climate change and what has happened - what we will be able to show - is that the ice out 

time, the date of ice out, has retreated about two weeks. In other words, beginning about 

two weeks sooner now than it did 150 years ago. But associated with that, we have 

temperature records at stations. The Hanover Observatory, the Dartmouth Observatory, 

has been going for about 200 years and it's not very far from Sunapee. And we looked at 

that record. There is also a record at Mila_____ which has been going for a long, long 

time and that's related to Moosehead. And then there are many records related to the lakes 

in Minnesota and Wisconsin, which go back 50-100 years. And we find that, in general, 

the average April temperature has increased by between one and two degrees Fahrenheit 

during that interval of time. So, there's a warming up going on and there's a retreat of the 

ice out dates, so they're occurring sooner.  

 

BS:  So, you can infer that to polar ice. 

 

TG:  Well, yeah. I mean there's a built in climate record from these kind of data sets. And 

we know things are warming up. 

 

BS:  So, you've studied this.  

 

TG: Yeah, we studied that. 

 

BS:  Where did you get the records? Who kept them? 

 

TG:  Oh, Chambers of Commerce and people like this. You call up any information 

source that you can find and these records are available, all the dates and the times and 

everything else. 
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(450) 

 

BS:  The average temperature has increased two degrees . . . 

 

TG:  Well, the April temperature. The March-April temperature regime is when the ice 

goes from maximum thickness to disappearing, more or less.  

 

BS:  Is there a place so many feet from shore where they do this? 

 

TG:  No, there are different criteria used. On Moosehead Lake, it's when the mail ship 

can get up through the channel. When they can break that channel out, that's what they 

call the ice out.  

 

BS:  The captain can bet on it and try harder and . . . 

 

TG:  There are different criteria used and one is essentially a rocking chair attached to a 

clock tied to a string on the land and when it goes out . . .  

 

BS:  The clock falls through the ice. 

 

TG:  It falls through the ice or starts to kick over. Bong! I mean it's that kind of simplistic 

approach to measuring ice-outs and getting a reasonable timing on the clock. On the 

Tanenaw River, they also have a lottery and that's more sophisticated. There's a house 

where they have this one. They measure the ice out again with a very, very accurate 

clock, but these are important because . . . you know these are very accurate because very 

large sums of money are spent on these lotteries. I mean, many thousands of dollars. 
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BS:  Tons of people watching. 

 

TG:  I mean thousands of people are contributing money to this lottery, so the actual 

prize is $5000-$10,000 dollars each year.  

 

BS:  That was a lot of money back in that time.  

 

TG:  It's big bucks. And so, you know that the data is accurate. So, we do some of that 

work, but also I looked at the ice out problem related to climate. I looked at the structure 

of the ice and then . . .  

 

BS:  So, you stayed locally. 

 

TG:  Stayed locally. 

 

BS:  How many years? 

 

TG:  This went on for maybe 5 or 6 years. In fact, it went on intermittently beyond that 

time, but I was doing other things also. I got interested in some other stuff. But, then we 

went to [load] experiments and evaluated the mechanical properties. 

 

BS:  This was where now? 

 

TG:  This was at CRREL. This was in a tank. In a big tank. We made a fresh water tank 

and we ____ other tank in position, interior tank, filled it with water and then carried out 

load bearing tests - mechanical, [flexible] strength tests. And these were very, very 

sophisticated. 
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BS:  This was to simulate conditions . . . ? 

 

(500) 

 

TG:  To evaluate the tensile strength of the ice, how thick did the ice have to be before 

you could put a tank across it? This was mostly application to how thick should the ice be 

to land an aircraft on it? Things like this. This was done earlier in Antarctica, too, by 

people at SIPRE. Andrew Leseur, went down in '57 to check on the ice runways because 

they were developing holes in them because of the oil and he just simply put fresh water 

into the holes. And also at a higher temperature, so he was able to solve that problem 

over a period of time. 

 

BS:  It's also harder.  

 

TG:  It's harder, but also it makes them more careful of where the oil tips out or where the 

fuel overflows or something like that where you have planes refueling and things like 

this. So, they maintain a cleaner strip. But, then, they were also interested in how thick 

the ice should be before they discontinue operating on the sea ice.  

 

BS:  That was Andrew Asseur? 

 

TG:  Andrew Asseur, at SIPRE and at CRREL.  

 

BS:  Where's he nowadays? 
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TG:  Oh, he's dead now. He was the Chief Scientist at CRREL. Willy worked with him. 

Willy got a lot of his ideas from Andrew Asseur on his mechanical properties. This is not 

to take away from anything he did. But, he kind of got together with Willy. He was an 

absent-minded guy in the field, but he was a wonderful theoretician and he set much of 

the theoretical framework for brine pocket formation and worked with Willy on this. And 

so, Willy did a lot of work with Andrew Asseur, so if you want to know anything about 

Andrew Asseur, you have to talk to Willy. 

 

BS:  I got it. The longest interview so far is Willy. He's got a lot of Andrew Asseur in 

there. OK, so you're working in CRREL in Hanover, New Hampshire, and by the way . . . 

CRREL stands for  

 

TG:  Cold Region Research Engineering Lab. 

 

BS:  Right. 

 

TG:  And SIPRE stood for Snow Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment.  

 

BS:  OK, I don't know which year we are now. 

 

TG:  Well, we're up to where we're going through the '70s.  

 

BS:  I met you up in the Arctic in the '70s. 

 

(550) 

 

TG:  That's right. We got into an outer continental shelf program on Norwald Island. 
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BS:  Which island? 

 

TG:  Norwald, this is off Prudhoe Bay. And we were surveying ice defamation mainly. 

 

BS:  Whose project was this? 

 

TG:  Well, this was a fellow called Bill Hibler, Willy, Steve Mock, myself, Terry Tucker 

was involved. Austin Kovaks. These were all people from CRREL.  

 

BS:  Austin's here, isn't he? 

 

TG:  Yeah. You should really speak to Austin. He's a mount of knowledge. He's a 

wonderful observer. 

 

BS:  All kinds of guys come back here. OK, outer-continental shelf project, Norwald 

Island off Prudhoe Bay. What did you do there? Now, this is '76? 

 

TG:  I think it was '76-'77.  

 

BS:  No, that would be '75-'76. 

 

TG:  '75-'76, because we came up to your place in Barrow. 

 

BS:  I left in '75, late. 
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TG:  OK. So, Willy probably gave you information on this anyway, I think, on the 

Norwald Island project. 

 

(End of Tape 2 - Side A) 

___________________________ 

 

(Begin Tape 2 - Side B) 

 

(000) 

 

BS:  OK, Norwald Island, Prudhoe Bay. 

 

TG:  So, we were looking essentially at defamational processes in sea ice. This was 

essentially the work of Bill Hibler and Steve Mock. But, Willy and I went there 

specifically to look at the sea ice. So, we excavated pits in the sea ice and we drilled holes 

through the sea ice and this is where we discovered that the major axis, the sea axis of the 

crystals were aligned in the direction of the current. 

 

BS:  I heard that. 

 

TG:  And Willy's probably told you about this. 

 

BS:  He did. What's your take on it? How come? 

 

TG:  Well, we each discovered it and then Willy and I wrote a CRREL report that 

reported this first finding and then we wrote two papers in JGR and gave much more 

data.  
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BS:  In a nutshell, why? 

 

TG:  In a nutshell, this is what we found. We found that anywhere there was a strong 

current; the sea axes were aligning at the base of the sea ice growth. And it began much 

earlier. Halfway through the ice sheet, these crystals would begin to align as the ice grew 

and so you get a directional control determined by the direction of the current in the water 

underneath the sea ice.  

 

BS:  And you're talking about how big a current? 

 

TG:  Very small sometimes. Centimeters per second or something like that. 

 

BS:  It always happens . . . 

 

TG:  No, it can go from centimeters per second too much faster than that. Twenty, 30, 40 

centimeters per second - quite fast flow. But, it can do a current very slow flow, too. So, 

it was a question of trying to explain how this happens in relation to the physical 

chemistry of the sea ice. 

 

BS:  Why off Prudhoe? There's a lot of activity there, then? 

 

TG:  Yes, it's found everywhere. 

 

BS:  Why did you pick Prudhoe? 

 

TG:  Because there was transportation into Prudhoe. 
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BS:  That's what I meant. 

 

TG:  Because NARL was kind of fading out. I mean, the really major NARL process was 

really phasing down.  

 

BS:  No it wasn't. Not then. That was AJAX. 

 

TG:  Well, AJAX. But, this is when Prudhoe Bay really came on line and they were 

concentrating all the logistics at Prudhoe Bay. It was easy to get into Prudhoe Bay. 

 

BS:  I understand. 

 

TG:  And that's why . . . it was largely in conjunction, partly to do with the possibility of 

laying a submarine pipeline. And we wanted to know what the defamation ____ of the ice 

were. And also the scouring.  

 

(50) 

 

And I worked with Austin on some of that stuff, too. But, that's why we were at Prudhoe. 

That was a Prudhoe project. Then we came to NARL and then these papers came out in 

'77 and '78-'80, on the orientation process. We went all around the coast. We started in 

Nome and then came over to Barrow. 

 

BS:  Looking at sea ice. 

 

TG:  Yeah, then we went out to Prudhoe. So, we went up the entire coastline, essentially. 
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BS:  You didn't go out to AJAX with Willy? 

 

TG:  No, I didn't go out to AJAX at all. I was not on AJAX.  

 

BS: OK. So, you weren't associated with any of the Navy projects up there. 

 

TG:  No, these were NSF funded projects, mainly, and I was not associated with the 

Navy projects, per se. Except we did get some funding from ONR later on. And that was 

with Austin Kovaks. That was in about '77-'78, I was with Austin. And what we were 

doing, we were examining floe bergs with sonar. We were going around dropping sonar 

into the water and then looking at the tracks that the keels had created when the floe 

bergs grounded. So, we were the first people to actually look at the keel and then 

determine the track from sonar. They make quite deep troughs as the keel hits the seabed 

and then with wind action and wave action, they may go on for maybe a mile or more. 

 

BS:  When you say floe bergs, you mean bergs that are moving? 

 

TG:  Floe bergs are big chunks of pressure ridge. 

 

BS:  Oh, OK. So, they're sea ice. 

 

TG:  They're sea ice. That's right. They're not icebergs. They're floe bergs. And, of 

course, this was very important to determine that this was the case because if this bottom 

scouring was occurring and then Barnes and Reimnitz did diving experiments and they 

found that the sea floor was littered with all sorts of gouges and gouging which would 

essentially . . . you'd have to put the pipes down so deep it would be impractical.  
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BS:  How deep were some of the gouges or how deep was the deepest of the gouges? 

 

TG:  Oh, I'd say some of them were 4 or 5 feet deep.  

 

BS:  In how deep of water, then? 

 

TG:  Oh, this could occur in water, which is probably 50 feet - 40-50 feet. 

 

BS:  So, you'd have to take account of this if you were laying something on the bottom out 

to 50 feet of water, at the very least.  

 

TG:  At least. Prudhoe Bay's a fairly shallow lagoon. The lagoon that forms between 

these outer islands, these outer islands exist several miles out beyond Prudhoe into 

Prudhoe Bay and it's very shallow in the areas in between. But, we wanted to see at what 

depth these floe bergs could come in and override. 

 

BS:  Were you in Barrow when we had the ice shove? We had a 30-foot wall of ice come 

100 yards into camp, right up to the building when I was there. And it made all kinds of 

stuff off shore. 

 

TG:  We were in Prudhoe Bay and Austin has a photograph of bloody towering sea ice 

sheets piled one on top of the other, right on the beaches. 

 

BS:   I've got one of my house - you know, they had the radar on the shore as you drove 

into Barrow on the left. It took that building. And the guy's standing there as this thing's 
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creeping along and just as it started pushing the building, he tears the last sheet off. And 

it took the whole thing. 

 

TG:  This is how several Eskimo settlements apparently were nailed - they found them 

buried under ice. This goes back to antiquity now. And they think this is what happened 

to some of these houses in these settlements. That they got overridden by sea ice. Austin 

knows quite a lot about this. 

 

BS:  In fact, it might have been Austin.  

 

(100) 

 

TG:  Associated with Austin on this project, we went out to Katie's floe berg, which is on 

a shoal out of . . . remember Katie's floe berg? It was named after Katie who was . . . 

 

BS:  I came and got you. I was with Dickerson when he flew out to get you. There were 

polar bears all over. That's right. I remember that. 

 

TG:  Yeah, and Dickerson. He brought the R4D in. That's right. We were having 

problems with polar bears.  

 

BS:  Well, we got that word. I was in the office and it gets amplified back where we were, 

that you were about to get eaten or . . . 

 

TG:  Well, it wasn't quite that bad. 

 

BS:  I know, but it gets amplified back in Barrow. 
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TG: Yeah. We had revolvers - we had Reuger 44s, but Austin went out one day and said, 

"Boy, I don't like the feel of this." We just had a tent and we were drilling through and 

that floe berg was over 100 feet below sea water. It was grounded and it was grounded all 

the way down to 100 feet. That was the keel. The sail was up to 15 meters high. These 

were the biggest floe bergs ever seen. That has since broken up, I believe. Well, it has. 

But, it was a fairly permanent feature for several years. 

 

BS:  You could see it by satellite. 

 

TG:  Yeah, you could see it by satellite, it was so large. It was on a shoal. 

 

BS:  That was 1975, because I left in '75, late.  

 

TG:  So, we were working on floe bergs. 

 

BS:  And we left off Jack Lendfers to . . . he was in hog heaven. 

 

TG:  That's right. You dropped him off when you came and picked us up, right? 

 

BS:  He tagged something and we took him back with it. 

 

TG:  Took him back, yeah.  

 

BS: Then he went out later and out there he actually drugged a bear. The process was 

you drugged them; you pulled one of the rear molars so you could age it when you got 
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back. You measured the neck and it was the biggest neck of any polar bear measured and 

the scale under the helo, when they weighed it, was 3000 pounds and it went off the scale. 

 

TG:  That's a big bear! 

 

BS:  The biggest bear ever. And the one in Miami that 's the world record bear - it's 

bigger than a Kodiak, Alaskan brown, was 2950 after it was shot and they weighed it and 

it was bigger than that. 

 

TG:  Boy. 

 

BS:  They put a big purple number on the butt. I don't know if they ever saw it again. We 

were up for the 50th anniversary and roomed together. 

 

TG:  Yeah, if they ever found it again or identified it again. 

 

BS:  I've forgotten. I forgot to ask him. 

 

TG:  Must have been an old bear. 

 

BS:  Well, that's the other thing. They give them a thing that kills the parasites. Then we 

were in the business of bringing the bears back. They had been shot way away from 

shore. So, anyway, I remember that. Katie's floe berg. 

 

TG:  Katie's floe berg, named after a lady at the University of Alaska who spotted it on 

the satellite. She first spotted it on the satellite. So, they called it after Katie. We were 

probably the first people to investigate it very closely.  
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BS:  How long were you out there before the bears . . . ? 

 

TG:  Oh, not over three or four days at the most. 

 

BS:  Did  you have a hut or were you in a tent? 

 

TG:  We were in a tent. But, the thing was, that it was impossible to negotiate the sails - 

the pressure ridge - because there were blocks of them and great big voids. You could 

break your bloody leg if you're not careful. 

 

BS:  Were they coming up and down? 

 

TG:  No, they weren't. But, what I did do, I photographed a pressure ridge in the mode of 

motion and it was breaking up a lead - a lead formed between it and the floe - and the floe 

berg - and formed thin ice and then I photographed the progress of the thing as it was 

chewing up and you could see my tracks where I came back and it was just advancing 

right through this lead and building more pressure ridge. 

 

(150) 

 

But, this was . . . it was the first time anybody ever photographed one of these things 

actually in the mode of formation as it came through and my tracks were sitting . . . I've 

still got the video here. My tracks were slowly being gobbled up as I retreat back from 

the edge of this thing. This was maybe about 15 feet high. And it was clearly something 

that was related to a long-term tidal response to the wind or something like that. I mean, 

these would go way beyond where the action begins.  
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BS:  A combination of factors. 

 

TG:  And then it decides to go and that's what happens. So, I happened to have a little 

movie camera - 8 mm - and I photographed it. 

 

BS:  If the ice had not been there at the time we had the ice shove, we would have had 

what they call a . . . I've forgotten the name of it now, but the ice and seawater would 

have been forced inland.  

 

TG:  Oh, I was at Barrow on an earlier occasion and you couldn't even ____ the water. 

 

BS:  Yeah, they called it the ice shove. I never saw a storm wash into camp, but I was told 

we were lucky the ice was there to prevent flooding.  

 

TG:  So, we now got the lake ____ and I've gone from Austin's projects to  . . .  

 

BS:  You hadn't been back to Antarctica in all this time.  

 

TG:  Well, we went back in '78, was it '78? I think I was working in between '76 and '78. 

I was going up to the Arctic in the summer there and going down to Antarctica in the 

summer, australly.  

 

BS:  What were you doing in the Arctic? 

 

TG:  In the Antarctic. 
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BS:  OK.   

 

TG:  In the Antarctic, we were looking at the process of what happens to the ice shelf in 

McMurdo Sound. It apparently breaks out and what we were looking at was the 

percolation of water through the permeable layers of the ice shelf. And what it does, 

you've got ____ down to about 50 meters. This is the snow cover and when there's a 

break out occurring, the water comes in at a new level and then permeates through the ice 

shelf for about 10 kilometers. It takes about three or four years to do it, or four or five 

years to do it. And we were using radar to check the progress of this wave. And it was 

forming over previously permeated ice, which was now frozen. And it travels with the 

wave, the wave front. And this wave front moves up to four meters in height amplitude. 

And we were . . .  

 

BS:  It actually forces the ice shelf up? 

 

TG:  No, it just goes right through. It doesn't affect the level of the ice sheet. It just is 

flowing through, just like an aquifer flowing through the porous spaces of the firn. This is 

porous firn, permeable porous firn of the ice shelf. And this . . .Any time a break out 

occurs, it's reinitiated. The in-floe comes from the edge because of exposed firn again, 

which is permeable at the front of the ice shelf. And this was between Cape Armitage and 

Scott Base and back in under Windlass Bight, in that area. This was part of the ice shelf. 

It's in front of Williams Field. And so, we actually tracked it with radar. You actually 

could see this thing moving and it was moving meters a day. And then we'd drill holes . . 

. 

 

BS:  How did you see it?  What was the manifestation that radar would see it? 
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(200) 

 

TG:  It goes through the radar and of course, you hit the sea ice, the seawater - strong 

reflection - and you go down and then that's the end of it. You don't go any further. You 

see this reflection. And then you get to the nose and you see the nose advancing and that's 

also the sea ice - a seawater nose. It's just a wave running right through the permeable 

firn on top of previously permeated material that had been frozen, and therefore it's 

impermeable, so it goes on top of that layer from a previous break-out. There have been 

many, many break-outs. And so, we tracked earlier break-outs back to 10 kilometers and 

there were several events. So, this was tracking several different break-outs over periods 

of time historically. And there have been break-outs observed historically in IGY, and of 

course, much later on. Even in Scott's day, I believe . . . a major break-out. 

 

BS:  We had one in '67.  

 

TG:  You see, near the 10-kilometer mark inland, there were several waves or wave noses 

where the thing ended. And so you come back and now you're down to the most recent 

nose and this one had advanced about 3 kilometers from the previous break-out. And we 

actually drilled down through the nose and got chemistry samples. And to look at the 

chemistry was very interesting because what happens in this process is that meravelite . . . 

it comes out and then the water gets more diluted. The water just advances in and then it 

finally reaches a point  . . . it gets concentrated. There's more brine now because the 

water's been taken out by freezing in the pore spaces and therefore the brine is 

concentrating until you get about 10 kilometers in, the brine is still unfrozen at -17 

degrees. This is 180 parts per 1000 of salt dissolved in this water because the water has 

been slowly extracted and it's concentrated and then you get participation of certain salts. 

You can track all this out. 
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BS:  They had really salty . . . it's saltier than the ocean. 

 

TG:  Oh, yeah. Way in at 10 kilometers, it more or less peters out. This is six times, seven 

times saltier than the ocean.  

 

BS:  So, you discovered all that, huh? 

 

TG:  We discovered all that. 

 

BS:  That was '77-'78. 

 

TG:  No, we completed that study. 

 

BS:  Every time they had a break-out, they'd want to go out and track where that is.  

 

TG:  That's what they should do. They could do that and in fact, the recent break-out and 

Ian Whillans, who is now dead, was found on Spot and they found this peculiar shadow 

on the surface of the ice shelf. Well, this was the wave migrating in. I mean, it actually 

picked up at depth at some spot or whatever it is, and had picked up the edge or the nose 

of the brine wave and we could have told them this was what it was, but Ian thought it 

might have been a crevasse or something like this. But, it actually was just the wave 

going in and this was the front edge of the wave and in fact, it can be followed. 

 

(250) 

 

BS:  And what's the name you give to this process? Any fancy name? 
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TG:  Brine wave migration. It was written up in a number of papers. 

 

BS:  Brine wave migration. 

 

TG:  Through an ice shelf . . . but through the permeable firn of the ice shelf. And then 

back at 10 kilometers, because the ice is wedging up, and it's going down the hydraulic 

radiant, it means by the time it gets 10 kilometers in, it's 50 meters deep. At that point, 

the firn is becoming permeable. It's now become ice. And therefore, it doesn't go any 

further. So, it konks out. So, the migration of that wave is essentially stopped. It's actually 

migrating crystal by crystal by fusion. We actually measured this. But, it's essentially 

stopped. Come to the end of it's run. And it's a permeability problem.  

 

BS:  You said during '76-'78, you were also going to the Arctic. 

 

TG:  Yeah, at the same time I was working with Willy on this orientation of sea axes 

alignment with the current. And we also had another person with us and we did that work 

and we went from Nome to Prudhoe Bay using aircraft and helicopters. We were using 

essentially NOAA helicopters. 

 

BS:  But, you were . . .  

 

TG:  Drilling holes. 

 

BS:  Drilling holes. 

 

TG:  In the sea ice. 
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BS:  So, you went around the coast. Who was the other guy with you? 

 

TG:  Oh . . . he's dead now. 

 

BS:  Drilled sea ice. Shore past the ice? 

 

TG:  All shore-past ice. It had to be in position at the time we drilled it. And we'd drill at 

a variety of places like at Cape Thompson and places like this. And we came down . . .  

 

BS:  All the way from Nome to Prudhoe. 

 

TG:  To Prudhoe essentially yeah. 

 

BS:  What was the purpose of that? 

 

TG:  It was to determine if this was a consistent pattern. If the sea ice orientation was a 

consistent pattern and any time, we also measured the current with a current meter. And 

they were essentially proved or validated that the alignment was true. And if you come 

between islands, it goes through the flow through the islands. I mean, it's a floe direction 

through the islands, the sea axes would line up. In ____ lagoon where it came through the 

channel there, they were all aligned going through the channel. And things like that. 

 

BS:  Now, when you did this, whose project was it?  Who funded it? 

 

TG:  This was initially funded . . . we got some funds from NSF through Dick Cameron. 

And then I think CRREL funded other aspects of it. And then, the other continental shelf 
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program also funded some of this, I believe. We were just piggybacking projects on top 

of one another. That's how people do things.  

 

BS:  You didn't happen to be up there when the barges got stuck, were you? 

 

TG:  No, I was aware of what was happening. 

 

BS:  These type studies, a lot of times when you have a potential for natural disaster that 

would have set the pipeline back. Then all of a sudden money becomes available for a 

whole lot of things. 

 

TG:  That's right.  

 

BS:  It wasn't related to that directly. 

 

(300)  

 

TG:  But, we're now getting into the beginning of the '80s, I suppose. And then what I 

did, I worked with Herb on experiments in the indoor tank at CRREL doing the 

mechanical properties of fresh water ice. And then, we finished that, and then in '83, we 

began the experiment that went on for another 12 years that was called CRRELEX. And 

this was a CREEL experiment into sea ice experimentation. 

 

BS:  C-R-R-E-L-E-X. 

 

TG:  And we were essentially interested in the remote sensing properties of sea ice.  
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BS:  This was a CRREL and EX is the experiment. 

 

TG:  Yes, experiment. 

 

BS:  And this was sea ice? 

 

TG:  Just sea ice. And it was to do with the remote sensing properties of sea ice. How 

those remote sensing of various kinds interact with sea ice structure and salinity and 

things like this. Can you use sea ice to measure ice thickness, for example, or to measure 

the difference between multi-year and first-year ice, these kinds of things we actually 

looked at. 

 

BS:  How'd you do this? Did you go out onto the sea ice? 

 

TG:  No, we did all this work at CRREL. We actually built outdoors, we actually dug a 

great big pit outdoors, lined it initially, and then filled it with sea water from a tanker 

from the sea and began these experiments. We began growing sea ice in the winter, 

which exactly simulated what we found in the Arctic. I mean, we seeded it and then . . .  

 

BS:  You created the water that was . . .  

 

TG:  We got seawater in a tanker from the ocean. 

 

BS:  From right here? 

 

TG:  Well, actually, from York, Maine. We got the seawater in a tanker and they 

delivered it and they filled up the pit we had made. We covered it with a large portable 
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tent so it wouldn't be affected by the weather. Then we could roll the tent off on rollers. It 

was known as the elephant house. And we did a lot of work on that in the next three 

years. A lot of remote sensing work with many institutions. There must have been ten or 

twelve institutions involved who were actively working on remote sensing of sea ice.  

 

BS:  Like what? 

 

TG:  Well, University of Massachusetts, University of Washington, University of Kansas, 

Ohio State, to name a few. ONR. Some NOAA people, just a whole host of agencies and 

government institutions. Wood's Hole? Also the University of Wisconsin.  

 

BS:  What sensors did you duplicate? 

 

TG:  Also an outfit called ERIN, which is at Ann Arbor, Michigan. It's an institute in Ann 

Arbor, Michigan, and it's linked mainly to the remote sensing properties of sea ice. It's a 

whole institute. So, it was a fairly extensive operation. 

 

(350) 

 

BS:  Where did the money come from? 

 

TG:  The money came from ONR. Chuck was a very good person. I mean just another 

fine guy.  

 

BS:  Any classification on any of this? 
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TG:  Not really, no. It was unclassified. There was no classified work done in this 

particular area. I got in with this - Steve Arcone and I started it off. 

 

BS:  Who? 

 

TG:  Steve Arcone works at CRREL. He's remote sensing. 

 

BS:  A-r-? 

 

TG:  A-r- c-o-n-e. Very good radar man. One of the best around. Then we got going and 

we incorporated other groups. Then Steve got out of it, and then myself, Ken Jezek, oh . . 

. other people at CRREL were involved and we got other institutions involved and we 

went on for several years up until about 1990. And there were a whole variety of 

experiments done in that particular outdoor facility. Then we built a new facility and 

called this the Geophysical Research Facility and it was a concrete lined tank and it had a 

roof structure that rolled on rollers on rails. 

 

BS:  What did they call it? 

 

TG:  The Geophysical Research Facility. And it was devoted solely to looking at sea ice 

and remote sensing properties. 

 

BS:  And that's there now? 

 

TG:  That's there now. It was a big substantial facility. I had under the roof, refrigerating 

systems so we could refrigerate the ice at any time, essentially. We started during the fall 

and grow ice sheets so they'd be ready by the winter. 
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BS:  When did they open this up? 

 

TG:  This had to have been 10 years ago when we first formed this structure and ONR 

paid for the whole thing. We had pump houses, we had circulation pumps. 

 

BS:  That was part of CRRELEX? 

 

TG:  Yeah. It was part of CRRELEX. We built circulation pumps. 

 

BS:  And it's still going. 

 

TG:   Yes. It's not being funded now. It more or less . . . ONR funding went off the edge, 

over the cliff, about '95. That was the last year we did any work related to Chuck's 

program. And then papers were written and there was a collective volume in transactions 

of IEEE. 

 

(400) 

 

This is the engineering journal. And, of course, other papers came out in other journals, 

too. It was a very successful experiment. And the second aspect was related to the 

modeling aspects. We were getting information that the models required in order to 

validate their models of sea ice growth, sea ice remote sensing things like that.  And we 

grew a variety of different kinds of ice. We even grew pancake ice by using a paddle. 

 

BS:  A basic question to ask is, I know where this all started. Could you tell the thickness 

of sea ice or any other properties in real time, direct from satellite? 
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TG:  That has been a big, big problem. And if anybody can solve that problem and 

measure thicknesses accurately across a transect of the Arctic Ocean, we could determine 

the balance of sea ice growth and formation in the Arctic Ocean. But, we haven't been 

able to do that. Austin Kovaks developed a method that was moderately successful, but it 

was like a magnetometer that was dragged over either by helicopter  or . . . But, the 

trouble with radar is that it's pretty much opaque to sea ice because of the brine and 

things like this. Brine is in liquids and it interferes with the radar. So, nobody has found a 

way. 

 

BS:  What sensors did you use to look at sea ice? 

 

TG:  Well, we were growing pretty thin sea ice and we were  . . . well, there was both 

passive and active. A whole array of . . . 

 

BS:  Passive and active. . . 

 

TG:  Radar. It was largely radar. 

 

BS:  Oh, OK. You didn't use blue light laser?  

 

TG:  No, no, we didn't do that. We essentially used active and passive radars were the 

principle ones used. People making other measurements. They were making ____ 

measurements. Don Pervich, for example, was involved very heavily in this as well as 

Ken Jezek. Ken Jezek led the latter stages of the experiments because of getting to the 

modeling aspects. I grew pretty much, I was the brewmeister on all the sea ice ____ that 

we had to grow and I did all the structural work and things like that for the other people.  
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BS:  So, how did you learn . . . you say you were the brewmaster? Brewmeister? 

 

(450) 

 

TG:  Brewmeister to create these ice sheets. What you have to know if you're going to 

interpret radar equipment, you've got to know the physical properties of the ice. 

 

BS:  How did you know how to grow the ice that they needed? How did you figure that 

out? 

 

TG:  By experience. I mean, looking at nature. 

 

BS:  In the field? 

 

TG:  Yeah, in the field. Also experience in the lab.  

 

BS:  So, all those years that you spent running around the Arctic and the Antarctic . . . 

 

TG:  Contributed to growing sea ice sheets artificially that would accurately mimic sea 

ice in nature. And so, accordingly we would measure all the physical properties that we 

could, and went from there. And then related these to the remote sensing signatures 

where we could. And it finished in 1995, I believe. I think it was about then when the 

Arctic Ocean programs kind of went on the blink and ONR had stopped funding. These 

are known as ARIs - accelerated research initiatives, that ONR sponsored. And ONR was 

very good in this way. They did a large number of ARIs in which they devoted large 

sums of money to say, a five-year project and if it was approved, it went. So, you had to 
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submit proposals for this kind of work and they would meet. They would have a meeting 

of people at ONR who divvied up the budgets and then if they decided it was a "go," they 

gave you the green light. And these programs were in the 30 and 40 million dollars, these 

ARIs.  

 

BS:  Did you do any back and forth while you were in this program to the field to check 

what you were growing against . . .? 

 

TG:  Yeah, we went up to Prudhoe Bay a few times. I went with Terry Tucker here.  

 

BS:  I ask that because it would only make sense. 

 

TG:  Yeah, it was on-going and we were doing real fieldwork in conjunction with the 

artificial fieldwork. And this went on through the 1980s, and then I got into icebreaker 

missions using them as transport platforms on marginal ice zone experiments. 

 

BS:  MIZEX? 

 

TG:  Yeah, MIZEX. 

 

BS:  When did you start going that? 

 

TG:  '84. 

 

BS:  So, that's while CRRELEX was going on. 

 

(500) 
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TG:  Yes, while CRRELEX was going on. All these were going on simultaneously. 

 

BS:  That's why Pomerantz broke his  . . . so this is concurrent to CRRELEX. 

 

TG:  And we went to Prudhoe Bay. 

 

BS:  You worked MIZEX from icebreakers. 

 

TG:  Yeah, well, it was a German icebreaker, Polar Stern. We used to go up to _____, 

and meet them in _______. And we'd do this several times through the '80s and '90s - or 

through the '80s.  

 

BS:  Where did you sail? 

 

TG:  Into Fram Strait. 

 

BS:  Through Fram Strait? 

 

TG:  Into Fram Strait, as far as 82 degrees north. 

 

BS:  Where's Fram Strait? 

 

TG:  Fram Strait is between Greenland and Svalbard. And then we would do that and 

Willy was on one of those missions. He came in on the second leg of it. And we did sea 

ice. This is all to do with the physical properties of sea ice - sea ice thickness, sea ice 

type, sea ice properties, densities, salinities, crystal structure and things like this. 
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BS:  Were you checking those against what you were doing in the CRRELEX. 

 

TG:  In a way they were really independent because they were independent projects. 

 

BS:  I understand, but they were interrelated . . . 

 

TG:  But, they can be interrelated. I mean, obviously the information from one going to 

the other. 

 

BS:  You had the properties from one and when it came time to make some ice, you had it 

all on paper, in fact, did you not? 

 

TG:  Yeah. We actually wrote the papers and then we knew what the ingredients to 

prepare these things were.  

 

BS:  So, you rolled that backwards to CRRELEX. 

 

TG:  To artificial experimentation of growing sea ice.  

 

BS:  How many trips to the Arctic did you make on MIZEX? 

 

TG:  Well, there was a MIZEX winter program, there was a MIZEX summer program, 

then there was a thing called CEAREX. 

 

BS:  What did that stand for? MIZEX is marginal ice zone  . . .  
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TG:  Marginal Ice Zone Experiment. CEAREX . . .  

 

(550) 

 

BS:  CEAREX stands for something. You can fill that in. 

 

TG:  Yeah. I'll fill that in later, OK? But, that was a winter experiment and they actually 

put the ship in. That was the last trip made by was it the Westwind? She went out and 

accompanied the Polar Bjorn. 

 

BS:  CEAREX it was, huh? 

 

TG:  Yeah, CEAREX was '87 - winter, '87. And we actually went 81 north above 

Svalbard, and we froze the ship in - the Polar Bjorn. And then the Westwind went out and 

that was her last mission.  

 

BS:  So, the Westwind and the . . . ? 

 

TG:  Polar Bjorn - it means bear. 

 

BS:  I know. That was another ship? 

 

TG:  That was a Norwegian vessel that was hired out and it was run by ONR. It had ice 

breaking . . . it was ice strengthened, really. It had minor icebreaking capabilities and we 

stayed there until December and then we were brought out in December when the ice all 

broke up and the ship started drifting. And Terry Tucker and I and other people prepared 

runways on multi-year ice and on first-year ice. And it was all nighttime work and then 
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we brought in the twin Otters to take us out. And we lit the runways with cans of diesel 

oil in which were immersed rolls of toilet paper and we lit them. And these were the 

runway lights. And they finally decided to use the first year floe which Terry and I had 

reconnoitered and we got it smoothed out to some degree and there were pressure ridges 

at both ends of this runway. 

 

BS:  Where did the twin Otters come from?  Svalbard? 

 

(600) 

 

TG:  No, no, they flew into Svalbard, and they came out from Svalbard, yeah. They were 

Canadian, if I remember rightly. 

 

BS:  Borek? 

 

TG:  Yeah, I think that's what they were. 

 

(End of Tape 2 - Side B) 

_____________________________ 

 

(Begin Tape 3 - Side A) 

 

(000) 

 

BS:  This is Tape 3 of the Gow interview on the 26th of October 2002, in his home in 

Lebanon, New Hampshire.  
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TG:  The Westwind broke ice for the Polar Bjorn to get into position and then the Polar 

Bjorn was actually frozen in position and then drifted. It was a drift station. 

 

BS:  Where'd it go from? 

 

TG:  It went down the east side of Svalbard, as it turned out.  

 

BS:  The east side. 

 

TG:  Yeah, it went down the east side. 

 

BS:  Was that a record . . . did anybody else ever go down the east side? 

 

TG:  Well, maybe not. We came down and went past some islands near the shore, which 

was known as polar bear kingdom, or more or less. It's where a lot of polar bears are 

found. And we got off the ship because we didn't want to be left on the ship because there 

was a fear that we wouldn't get out until March. So, they left a skeleton crew on board the 

ship and we got off. As I said earlier, we prepared runways at one of the sites that we 

were drifting through, prepared a multi-year site and then a first-year ice site. And we 

used the first-year ice site to get people off in December which was all night operations - 

all night landings and take-offs. We got ourselves out plus essential cargo. 

 

BS:  What was the time of year again? 

 

TG:  December. I think it was about the middle of December. 

 

BS:  Winter, huh? Dark. 
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TG:  It was dark, yeah.  

 

BS:  So, essential cargo . . .  

 

TG:  Yeah, and our records and logs and things like that. Flew back to Svalbard. 

 

BS:  Flew to where? 

 

TG:  To _______, Svalbard. And then, from there I think to Iceland . . . no. But, we got 

back to the States. And that was that expedition. And with all the writing up, there was 

quite extensive work done on that, especially on leads and on multi-year floes. Several 

papers were written by colleagues.  

 

BS:  Sounds like some of the work that you did, you got such voluminous data that a 

whole lot of people got to write it up. I remember when I got down there the first time, 

there was some dissension about somebody writing somebody else's data up before he got 

a chance to write it up. But, you're sort of a team approach at CRREL. Am I correct? 

 

TG:  Yeah, there was certainly a team because most of the papers were multi-authored.  

 

BS:  But, you shared with other institutions that weren't with you in the field. 

 

TG:  That's right. That's correct. And all these projects that went into the Arctic on 

icebreakers were multi-institutional. 

 

BS:  In the Arctic. 
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TG:  In the Arctic. I mean people from various institutions which included our lab. 

 

BS:  So, you're talking about this and ones to follow or before, too? 

 

TG:  And the earlier ones, too. 

 

BS:  MIZEX? 

 

TG:  MIZEX, oh, that was all international. MIZEX winter and MIZEX summer. That's 

the only way you can do it. If you want to get a composite picture of what the condition 

are in the Arctic, you've got to get all disciplines in from oceanography to glaciology, to 

meteorology to acoustics, biology, it doesn't matter. 

 

BS:  So, MIZEX, CRRELEX, CEAREX and all these others were multi-disciplinary. 

 

TG:  And multi-institutional. 

 

BS:  Multi-institutional and multi-disciplinarian. 

 

(50) 

 

TG:  Usually one institution concentrates on one particular discipline. 

 

BS:  So, ONR was your main funder on MIZEX? 

 

TG:  Yes, well . . . a guy called Kurtin was also involved. 
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BS:  Who was he? 

 

TG:  He was with ONR, too. 

 

BS:  What I meant was ONR, I should have said. 

 

TG:  ONR. CRRELEX certainly was. I mean we were heavily involved in CRRELEX 

with Chuck. He was the main man, but then there were other people also involved in 

ONR, including Kurtin. 

 

BS:  For MIZEX. That was ONR and . . . any others? 

 

TG:  Well, it was supposed to be NSF, but NSF pulled out of the MIZEX program and 

left it, I think, in ONR's hands, plus CRREL contributed to that, too. So, it was ONR and 

CRREL. 

 

BS:  Where did CRREL get the money? The Army? 

 

TG:  Yeah, because we had cold regions programs that allowed us to go into the Arctic 

and we could divert some of those funds based on . . .  

 

BS:  They're sort of like ONR in a way, but they're a lab as well. 

 

TG:  Yeah. 

 

BS:  They fund for the Army. 
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TG:  They are funded through the Army. I mean, there's mission funding from the Army 

Corps of Engineers. The Army gets a budget and then Civil Works gets a part of the 

budget and then the Corps of Engineers gets part of the budget. I mean, that's how you 

break it down. So, it's an Army-wide budget. 

 

BS:  The Corps of Engineers is a lot bigger than CRREL.  

 

TG: Oh, yeah, the Corps of Engineers involves several labs, several independent labs.  

 

BS:  They dredge harbors and all that stuff. 

 

TG:  And there's lots of responsibilities. And so, we were just one small independent lab 

within that organization, but we were a lead lab for Polar Regions research within the 

government. We probably have as many people involved in cold regions research as any 

other lab in the world, except the Arctic and Antarctic Institutes from Russia. They have 

1500 people. 

 

BS:  Still? 

 

TG:  Well, they did have. I'm not quite sure if they still have them now. They're having 

financial problems. People are not even getting paid, apparently, or getting paid very 

little. 

 

BS:  So, you're the biggest group of polar guys in the United States. 
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TG:  As a group, yeah. Certainly in the federal government and also as a research 

institution. 

 

BS:  Arctic guys or polar guys? 

 

TG:  Polar, both Arctic and Antarctic.  

 

BS:  So, here you are. You've come out of Spitzbergen. 

 

TG: This was '87, and then in '88, we did more Arctic work and I think out of, let me see, 

'89, we were preparing for the GISP program - Greenland Ice Sheet Project - and in 1990, 

we were also doing CRRELEX. And this was a big program then, looking at the 

modeling aspects of remote sensing of artificial ice sheets, and we were heavily involved 

with that, of course, at CRREL in the tanks and in the outdoor ponds and pools. 

 

BS:  What's GISP stand for? 

 

TG:  Greenland Ice Sheet Project, and it was the second GISP program, so it was GISP II, 

because there was GISP I which essentially was the work that was done at DIE I in 1980 

and '81.  

 

BS:  What's GISP - what did you do in GISP II? 

 

TG:  Drilled right through the Greenland Ice Sheet. 

 

BS:  Where?   
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TG:  On the summit of the Greenland Ice Sheet. There were two holes drilled and they 

both reached bottom. One was drilled by the Europeans with a Danish drill and one was 

drilled by the US with a Polar Ice Coring Office drill, and at the time, they were 

administratively run through the University of Alaska.  

 

BS:  And that was Kelly? 

 

TG:  Kelly. 

 

(100) 

 

BS:  So, US Project was PICO. 

 

TG:  Well, administered through PICO, through PICO by John Kelly's group at the 

University of Alaska. They were responsible for the drilling, essentially. And they 

obtained absolutely the quintessential core ever taken. 

 

BS:  What was the big deal about that? 

 

TG:  Well, the big deal was with the resolution of the core. We could go back 110,000 

years by annual layer dating. We just dated the annual layers. And we dated these to 

within just - the cores were dated to 11,000 years to within about 1% of accuracy. That's 

one year in a century.  

 

BS:  110,000 years. 
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TG:  Oh, no. That was done to about 11,000 years. And we went to 40,000 years with 

about 4% - four years in a century resolution. 

 

BS:  So, you could get 1/25th of a - you get blocks of four years is what you're saying. 

 

TG:  No, actually we could count annual layers one by one in succession, and we think 

that the accuracy of those measurements are within the first 11,000 years, about 1% and 

then the next 40,000 years, because of the thinning of the layers, by plasticity by 

defamation, you increased that up to possibly 4%, so you're counting 40,000 layers and 

they were within 4% accuracy of the actual date. Which is what, 100 years in 40,000? I 

mean, these were the kinds of records that we were getting. And of the high-resolution 

cores, which is what you've got to have - you've got to have a time scale in order to make 

any sense out of the climate record. 

 

BS:  Now, GISP used the PICO drill, but what other . . . ONR, CRREL - who else was 

involved in it? 

 

TG:  All. Multi-institutional from a lot of universities all over the country. And it was led 

by a fellow called Mayewski from the University of Maine. Paul Mayewski, in 1989, 

through to 1995, essentially. 

 

BS:  It took them that long to drill it? 

 

TG:  No, they drilled some preliminary cores, shallow cores, and then in 1990, they 

started drilling in earnest. And we got through in 1994. We had a problem in '93, because 

the cable - we used butylacetate for drill hole liquid to fill the hole. There was the hole-

liquid that prevents the hole from closing out. But, we were using a Kevlar cable and the 
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strength of the Kevlar cable is in the glue that holds all the threads together and the butyl 

acetate was eating up the glue and so, it was just weakening the whole cable. And we 

discovered these weakness problems in the cable when we were working with it and were 

very lucky to get the drill out because it was really weakened. We had to get a new cable 

and it took a season to get the cable ready. So, we essentially lost a year. And then the 

following year, we went down the last 800 meters in about 5 weeks, went down as slick 

as anything. 

 

BS:  So you hit bottom. What year? 

 

TG:  That was '94, and we cored 1-1/2 meters of bedrock that consisted mainly of granite. 

And the temperature at the bottom was about -9 and -10 degrees Celsius, so it was not at 

the pressure melting point. And they made similar discoveries at the European hole, 

which was drilled on the divide, so this was on the highest part of the Greenland Ice 

Sheet, which was not the highest part of Greenland, incidentally.  

 

(150) 

 

BS:  You mean, the thickest part. 

 

TG:  Well, there are mountains, which are higher. 

 

BS:  Oh, OK. It was the highest part of the sheet. 

 

TG:  The sheet, right. And it was called the summit. And we drilled about 30 kilometers 

off the divide at that summer. So, we were on the flank, 30 kilometers away from the 
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actual divide. This was done with [purpose] because if you're right on the divide, then 

you go down and you don't move. You don't move off the divide. 

 

BS:  Like in Vostok. 

 

TG:  Yeah. Well, Vostok was actually over a lake, so it was a little different situation.  

 

BS:  I understand. 

 

TG:  In this case, we could use radar and locate the actual divide of the ice sheet. This is 

where the ice sheet goes down one side and ___ down the other side. And there, sitting 

right there . . . so, essentially the ice at the bottom is in pure sheer. We're on the side, so 

we go at a simple sheer and we move at about a meter a year and they're not moving at 

all. However, it was discovered that in all probability, the divide has been migrating one 

way or another. This depends upon how the accumulation at the divide varies from one 

cycle to the other. 

 

BS:  You mean because of a glacier down there? 

 

TG:  Winds and things like this, circulation patterns of accumulation. The ____ 

accumulation, that all moves the divide. 

 

BS:  Oh, I thought the divide was the rock underneath. 

 

TG:  No, the divide is the ice. It's the ice divide, not the rock underneath. So, we should 

make that clear. It's the ice divide, and it can migrate and apparently it has migrated. It 

shows some effect on the dynamics of the ice, not too much. The other point was, we 
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wanted to get two holes within about ten ice thickness dimensions away from one another 

because that's ideal also for modeling and to see how well they correlated. Well, down to 

2700 meters, they correlated exactly climate wise. I mean, the climate records were 

absolutely exact. And many of the other records were exact, too. So, cryslographically, 

stratigraphically, they were absolutely correlated down to the gnat's eyebrow.  

 

BS:  How many years would 2700 meters be? 

 

TG:  2700 meters would be about 60-70,000 years. And the problem is that in the last two 

to three hundred meters, we went to 3,050 meters, all tolled, but below 2700 meters, in 

fact even just before that, we started to get evidence of defamation in the ice. Even before 

that, at 2500, we got evidence of defamation in our hole. And what this does, it 

complicates the stratigraphy, because there are folds in the ice. You can see the ice has 

been folded over and this can lead to duplication of a record. I mean, you can get folds 

going like this with depth, so you're duplicating the same fold. 

 

BS:  So, it comes down, slows down and the top folds . . .  

 

TG:   Then, it encounters the bed; the bed is not completely flat. It's rough in places and 

that predisposes the ice flow to defamation. And so you get deformed ice. The ice 

deforms because of the bedrock relief, and that affects the core on the vertical. It's just 

like going through a filing cabinet. But, the filing cabinet is getting deformed at the 

bottom, and that means, for that reason, you cannot get accurate time scales. We can 

assume that the age of the ice might be 150,000, 200,000 years old. But, we can't 

accurately date it.  

 

BS:  So, down to 2700 meters, it was good? 
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(200) 

 

TG:  Well, down to about 2500, I would say it was a very good record. You use different 

techniques for looking at annual layer structure. 

 

BS:  Now you're talking about the US hole. 

 

TG:  This is the US hole, right. 

 

BS:  110,000 years was how far down? 

 

TG:  That would be down within a few tens of meters of the bed, and the bed was at 

3,050 meters. 

 

BS:  But, you said you had defamation. 

 

TG:  Well, beginning at about 2500, there were signs of defamation - not all the annual 

layering had disappeared. And according to the dust record, you can carry the annual 

layer count down to even deeper than that. It depends on what technique you're using. 

But, we were using a mixture of electrical conductivity, which measures summer/winter 

differences. This is the difference in [acidity] in the ice and it can be measured on the 

surface of the ice. In the winter, of course, there is total darkness. In the spring, and 

there's been exhaustion from the ocean biology and that releases sulfur dioxide and things 

like this, it then oxidizes when it gets hit with ultraviolet by photosynthetic processes, 

only in daylight. So, in the spring, you get a [slaggard] acidity. And then, you can date on 

that basis. And the [ecm] works on that basis. A change in micro-amperage. And the 
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micro amperage increases with the increase in the acidity. And there is also a change in 

the dust record. The dust increases during the spring because you've taken snow off the 

continental land masses and it's stirring up and you're getting ____ and things like this 

and winds blowing in, so the dust level increases. Which more or less corresponds very 

closely to the acid peak. And then you have visible layers, summer winter, summer 

winter, which are based on grain size changes. 

 

BS:  Visible to the naked eye? 

 

TG:  Yeah, visible to the naked eye. Oh, yeah. I can show you beautiful annual layers. 

These annual layers begin at the surface; they're equal to about 26 centimeters of ice 

thick, each annual layer of thickness. Not very thick. 

 

BS:  That's the snow. 

 

TG:   By the time you get down . . . the snow is compressed - this is called the ice 

equivalent now - a bit like water ____ but it's slightly more than water ___ because 

water's 1 and ice is about 9 - .9, so about 26 centimeters of ice equivalent is equal to an 

annual layer and then by the time you get down to 2700 meters, you're down to about a 

centimeter, because of plastic thinning as it gets deeper and it gets older. Theoretically, at 

the bottom, it would be infinite age. If you used a model, then you would come to 

absolutely nothing at the bottom of the ice sheet and if you had infinite age - that, of 

course, is a boundary condition. 

 

BS:  So, it goes from about 3 inches to . . .  
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TG:  Well, it goes from about 8 inches . . . no, about almost 10 inches. 25 centimeters of 

ice would be about 10 inches. 

 

BS:  Ice or snow? 

 

TG:  Ice. Ten inches, down to maybe half an inch or less at 2800 meters. And then after 

that, it's very hard to resolve anything much less than a half a centimeter. I mean, that's a 

very small increment of annual layer and you can't even sample one. It's almost 

impossible to sample. 

 

BS:  Is that tunnel compression or is it . . .  

 

TG:  Flow out. 

 

BS:  Flow out, OK. 

 

TG:  It's flowing out. 

 

BS:  Does that speed up the flow at the bottom? 

 

(250) 

 

TG:  Defamation can speed up the flow. The flow measured at the top is a combination of 

glacial defamation, this glacial flow, and bottom sliding. If it's melting on the bottom, it 

will slide a bit. But, there's no melting on the bottom here, so this was all due to internal 

defamation. And you've really got a total of about a meter, annually, at the top. So, that's 

the integrated defamational ___ at the bottom, so you're not getting much bottom 
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movement. Of course, in some glaciers, you get glaciers moving a kilometer a year. But, 

these are the ones that are usually at the melting point, because they're being lubricated. 

They're the only ones that move fast. They're probably being lubricated by water.  

 

BS:  Interesting.  

 

TG:  Otherwise they just don't move that fast.  

 

BS:  So, this is '98.  

 

TG:  This was from '89-'94, we did this work.  

 

BS:  OK, the core was '94. 

 

TG:  The core was finally taken out in '94, and we were analyzing it as we were going 

and we wrote a lot of reports and papers. And we presented them at the AGU in San 

Francisco, and we published papers in Nature and Science, because this was a highly 

resolved core. As I said, it was the quintessential core that was ever taken. It was just 

beautiful annual layer structure, which allows you to then get the climatic records as a 

function of age and time. For example, at 11,500 years, we were probably within 50 years 

of that date. Nobody else has a time scale that even approaches this. I mean, you can get 

somewhat on tree rings and by carbon dating the tree rings and things like that you can 

fine-tune it. But, 12,000 years is about the limit for tree rings. But, we went to 40,000 

years with similar resolution. And it's only in the ice core record that you can get this and 

it's only in this part of Greenland that you'll find it. We can't get it in Antarctica because 

accumulation rates are too low, generally. And they're messed up by other physical 

processes occurring in the snow - sublimation processes. So, you have a tough time 
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reading the stratigraphy anywhere in Antarctica. The best place is probably the South 

Pole because it has one distinctive layer that forms in the fall each year. It's a depth [core] 

layer that forms just below the surface every fall - every autumn - because of the strong 

contrast between the surface air temperature and the insulated summer surface which lies 

just below the surface of the snow which is warmed up during the summer. And there's a 

big temperature gradient between that summer warmth snow and the air temperature in 

the autumn, which begins to fall very rapidly as the winter approaches. And that creates a 

vapor gradient, vapor pressure gradient or temperature gradient. And so, you get a 

sublimation process going on and it's usually topped by a crust. So, you can't get the 

vapor out through the surface, so it actually condenses back again and forms an ice crust 

and in between you get a massed ___ layer or depth [core] layer. This is because of 

evaporation of the material inside the snow layer. It's recondensing in a very thin layer 

and the layer underneath is very, very coarse grained and very, very porous and it's 

retained as a very diagnostic layer, each year, each fall. So, you can just count these - you 

don't have to do anything else - you just count these fall depth core layers. You go down 

through a pit [before] the core. 

 

(300) 

 

BS:  What are some of the things that they discovered in these Greenland layers that are 

politically significant in today's climate of the global warming aspects and the political 

aspects of fall-out from that? 

 

TG:  Most of the record is long lived, so beyond 11,000 years, what we discovered was 

that the Wisconsin Ice Age, which lasted from 110,000 through to about 115,000 was 

relatively cold, but there was about 24 spikes in there, varying from a few tens of years to 

a millennium where the temperature spiked up and got as warm as today. So, what we're 
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looking at - rather than looking at a stable cold period, we're looking at an unstable cold 

period with big spikes in it. I mean these are high temperature spikes. 

 

BS:  So, we're in an unstable cold period. 

 

TG:  Well, no. Now we're in a stable warm period. We went from 11,500 years ago ____ 

10,000 years ago, we really ramped up quite quickly and we're now in a relatively stable 

warm period called the Holocene. And this is a warm period. And we're still in it. But, the 

major point about climate change between 11,500 and 10,000 years ago was the 

abruptness of the change. In about 40 years, we went from totally cold conditions of the 

Wisconsin Glaciation to warmer conditions of the Holocene or the pre-Holocene. We 

went through about a three-step change over about 40 years. And the total temperature 

change involved was something like 15 to 20 degrees Celsius. 

 

BS:  Average temperature? 

 

TG:  That's the average temperature over Greenland. This is the basis of the abrupt 

climate change that Lee and Alley co-authored. Alley was the lead author and then Deb 

Meese and I and some other people co-authored this abrupt change paper. And Alley 

wrote a book  - a real bright spark - he's at Penn State University. He wrote a book called, 

The Two Mile Time Machine that just came out. And it's a very good book. It's written in 

layman's language, but it was written for intelligent laymen. And he goes into various 

scenarios and he uses various analogies to describe this abruptness of change that we 

encountered between 11,000 and 10,000 years ago. Now, we don't know what the hell is 

going to happen in the next few 100 years because we've been in this warm period for 

about 10,000 years and we still seem to be in it. And there seems to be some global 

warming going on now, so we don't know what the story really is. We really can't predict 
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for the future except that we've got to be aware, possibly, that we're going to have a 

warming condition, which could be, in some ways, a help.  

 

(350) 

 

It would open up more land further north to arable farming to help feed the world, but 

then people are afraid that sea levels will be rising because the glaciers start melting. 

Then you start eliminating the ports. But, the Antarctic Ice Sheet would have to warm 

enormously for the ice sheet to collapse. You see, these are the doomsday scenarios that 

go on. These are the very worst doomsday scenarios. And if all the ice sheets were to 

melt completely, we would _____ by 60 meters, but this is not likely to happen. And to 

what extent is global warming going to affect this result? And we don't really know. 

 

BS:  Do the layers tell you or have any indication as to what mankind's contribution to 

global warming is? 

 

TG:  His contribution can only be over the last 200 years. And no . . . we know that 

carbon dioxide's increased and that is probably anthropogenic. This was man's 

contribution. And it correlates because of the greenhouse gas effect to increasing 

temperatures in the atmosphere and the troposphere. And then some people would argue, 

well, it may be the other way around. When things warm up, the oceans will release 

carbon dioxide. That will increase the concentration in the tropospheric carbon dioxide. 

So, it's the other way around. The correlation is now in reverse, that the oceans have 

warmed up for some reason and we don't know if that's just transfer of ocean material and 

it has caused the reservoir of carbon dioxide to increase in the atmosphere, or the other 

way around with carbon dioxide affecting the radiance from the sun.  
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BS:  So, it's hard to tell from the layers. 

 

TG:  Yeah. So, all we've been able to learn, really, is the long-term historical impact of 

climate change. But, we can't really go forward and predict on that basis what the future 

changes might be. At least, I don't think so. 

 

BS:  OK. That was GISP II, right? 

 

TG:  That was GISP II, and there were all sorts of records obtained - chemistry, gasses, 

entrapped gasses. We now have to use tie points based on the GISP gas analysis to find 

Antarctic age tie-points on most cores. We really have no other ___ to calibrate by. In 

other words, this is a great calibration stick. The GISP core is a great calibration stick.  

 

BS:  Who headed GISP for the United States? 

 

(400) 

 

TG:  Well, that's hard to say in a way. A lot of people influenced it and it was decided . . . 

it became a Science Board decision to allow GISP to go forward. Then there were 

motivators like Broecker - Wally Broecker.  

 

BS: How do you spell that? 

 

TG:  Broecker - he was at Lamont. B-r-o-e-c-k-e-r.  Wally Broecker. And the problem 

was, in a way that the GISP program that the Europeans wanted; they wanted to keep 

fairly narrow with just a few people. And that was GISP I. And the US, when it got into 

GISP II, didn't want this to happen. They wanted to say, wait a minute. The problem 
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being that many American institutions, including me and CRREL, got cut out of GISP I 

essentially. And we didn't want that to happen again. So, we wanted to form our own.  

 

BS:  It limited your ability then. Limited the scope of the project, I should say.  

 

TG:  We submitted proposals and they were good proposals and they were rejected.  

 

BS:  For . . . political purposes? 

 

TG:  Well, there was one American group and a Swiss and a Danish group that was 

involved in the original GISP I. So, it became political as hell.  

 

BS:  It was a preconceived idea to keep it small. Did the Europeans ever feel 

overwhelmed by us? 

 

TG:  Well, not really because . . .  

 

BS:  They'd get some of our money. 

 

TG:  Well, they were laundering money from NSF actually, which is what actually 

happened, which is actually illegal. You can't fund salaries to foreign researchers and this 

is what NSF was doing.  

 

BS:  Is that right? Was this from the Office of Polar Programs? 
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TG:  Yeah, this was under Todd. This was Todd. This was the original GISP. They took 

money from CRREL budgets and gave it to the Danes and they were paying goddamn 

Danish salaries on it. 

 

BS:  In the early '80s? 

 

TG:  Yeah, '80-'81. I mean, you can hold it under your hat, but this was under Todd. 

 

BS:  Well, of course, it was under Todd. He was ____ held the job. Who was the project 

guy at NSF? It couldn't have been Todd. 

 

TG:  No, well . . . OK, it was probably, at that stage, Dick was probably there at that time. 

Yeah, Dick would be there. But, he wasn't so heavily involved in it. Peter Wilkniss . . . 

 

BS:  He came in '84, late '84. 

 

TG:  Well, OK. He came in late '84, so it was Wilkniss who was in charge of OPP. He 

was heading up OPP. And he threw Dick out, of course, before GISP.  

 

(450) 

 

BS:  Now GISP was drilled when? 

 

TG:  And then Herman Zimmerman was involved in the GISP program.  

 

BS:  GISP was drilled in . . . ? 
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TG:  GISP was drilled in 1994. 

 

BS:  No, the first GISP. 

 

TG:  That was '80-'81, or '82, I think it was.  

 

BS:  That was Todd, then.  

 

TG:  That was Todd, yeah.  And then Wilkniss came in '84, and he was around at the 

GISP time - at GISP II. 

 

BS:  GISP II was totally different. It was done right. 

 

TG:  Done right, because Broecker, who was a fairly big shot, big climate man, had a 

meeting in Boston with the European people and the decision was made, I think, at that 

time to have two GISPs - a European GISP which was called GRIP - Greenland Ice Sheet 

Project, but it's called GRIP in Danish. So, theirs was the GRIP program and ours was the 

GISP II program. And they were two separate programs with separate labs doing separate 

analyses, but then there was a certain amount of cooperation between the countries, 

which was very good. And we ____ on papers. And research also worked out very well. 

So, it was a really good program, but it was important that you drill two holes and that 

they were correlated. Nobody had done this before. You see, when people drill holes 

through ice sheets, they base the results . . . well, the results are based on a single core 

and that could be anomalous. I mean that could be an anomalous result. You just drill in 

one place, you drill a four-inch core, and so everything is based on this goddamn four-

inch core. 
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BS:  So the GRIP and the GISP correlated one another. 

 

TG:  They correlated, and that was what you needed. You needed that sort of correlation 

at some reasonable distance apart and that was the value of these two drillings 30 

kilometers apart. That was the beauty of this correlation, was that it was necessary to do 

this. Then, people are going to believe you. If you just do one core, they say . . . . well, 

you know. Could be anomalous. 

 

BS:  George Bush wouldn't believe you.  

 

TG:  You could drill three or four cores, but we don't have the funds or logistics to do 

that. But, we certainly can get the Europeans to drill one core and for us to drill another 

core.  

 

(500) 

 

BS:  I read the report by the bureaucracy - science bureaucracy. The _______.  That 

goes over good with the NRA types.  

 

TG:  Oh yeah, I can bet.  

 

BS:  An old retired guy in our gym says these grants are just wasting our money and I 

said, "Why, have you read them?" And he said, "I've read one of them and I totally didn't 

understand it." I said, "If you don't understand it, then it was no good. But, there are 

some very intelligent people that do understand it, and it's good. So, what's that make 

you?" I didn't like this guy. He was irritating me.  
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TG:  This happens. So, there was some friction between the Europeans and the US team, 

but the US team got together and Paul Mayewski was a principal mover here, and then 

we submitted proposals to NSF and they were all reviewed by a panel. There were 

separate reviewers and then there was a panel review. And it was all that panel review 

they funded about 10-15 projects in which our project was funded, plus other projects - 

Richard Alley at Penn State and things like that. And there were lots of cooperative 

projects within GISP II. We cooperated very, very close with Richard Alley. 

 

BS:  Your project was . . . ? 

 

TG:  Physical properties.  

 

BS:  OK, you mentioned that before.  

 

TG:  And Richard Alley was also doing physical properties of a slightly different nature, 

using slightly different techniques and we combined with the age layer counting, so we 

would send people . . .  

 

BS:  Whom was age layer counting? 

 

TG:  Well, Deb Meese, my colleague, and I formed one team, and then Richard Alley and 

his students formed another team and we did it cooperatively.  

 

BS:  Who was the lady you introduced me to in the hall that was just heading for the ice? 
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TG:  That was Mary Albert. She wasn't involved . . . well, she was indirectly involved in 

GISP later on in GISP II. She did permeability in the snow work related to GISP II in 

Greenland. 

 

(550) 

 

That's where she got going, actually, on her polar work. And then Deb Meese, my 

colleague, chaired the age dating group, which included a number of people, including 

Richard Alley. And they looked at all the age dating techniques for looking up the record 

and there were five major techniques investigated. And they would look at the record and 

then they would make the correlations and then decide which ones they could rely on and 

which ones were not reliable, which ones they could be confident about and which ones 

they could not be so confident about and then we came up with a time scale. And that 

was the time scale that was adopted and that time scale is still the best that's ever been . . . 

the most highly resolved ever obtained. And I keep saying, you've got to have a highly 

resolved time scale in order to get the climate records straightened out. 

 

BS:  You could use this time scale; I take it, from GISP II to something that's harder to 

look at, like the Antarctic. There's got to be certain things that you could - not all of them 

- but you could pick this one and this one. 

 

TG:  That's right. That's right. In fact, you could see things going on in Antarctica, 

especially the gas records. And these happen to be almost simultaneous in both 

hemispheres. And the sudden change occurs in the gas content. It occurs in Greenland, it 

occurs in Antarctica. Then you go a little bit deeper and another gas change occurs or an 

isotope change occurs and it's identical in Antarctica. We used those as age dating tie 

points.  
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BS:  OK, that was GISP II. 

 

TG:  That was GISP II, and there were lots of papers written and as I said, one of the 

important things that came out of the GISP II record, per se, was the abrupt climate 

change coming out of the Wisconsin into the Holocene - 15 to 20 degree change in 

Greenland, which . . . this really initiated ideas about abrupt climate change in general 

that we can be____ really, about abrupt climate change. Now, that abrupt climate change 

had nothing to do with man. 

 

BS:  Yeah. 

 

(600) 

 

TG:  Nothing to do with man. So, if we're looking at man's effect - if we get that kind of 

change occurring in between 15-40 years, then what we're looking at now in global 

warming is minuscule by comparison. It's just a very small change.  

 

 

BS:  Is the world, in the cores, getting warmer than, say, we're forecasting for 100 years 

from now? 

 

(End of Tape 3 - Side A) 

_____________________________ 

 

(Begin Tape 3 - Side B) 
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(000) 

 

BS:  OK, I'll ask that question again. Does anything in the climate records that we've 

seen in the ice cores indicate that the world was warmer at some period in the past, and 

what we're projecting in the future, or as warm as it is now, I guess is another aspect of 

that. 

 

TG:  Probably not. I mean the record goes back through a single ice age - the Wisconsin - 

then we think it goes into what we call the [Emion], which was the previous ____ glacial 

- 110,000 to 125,000 years ago, and then the very deep ice which is hard to resolve. It 

may go back 200,000 or 250,000 years. But, we can't get a climate record out of that. 

Now this is where we run into a real problem with the Europeans on their drilling. They 

said that the {Emion], which was the previous ____ glacial, was very unstable. There is 

the current ___ glacial, which is what we're in now, is very stable. And how do you 

resolve this difference? It turns out that their [Emion] was in very deformed ice, so what 

we're saying is that their record is the artifact of defamation. They've got a screwed up 

record.  

 

BS:  Defamation in . . . ? 

 

TG:  The last 200 meters of ice. I mean, we got this record from the last 200 meters of 

ice, based on stable ice ____. And because of defamation and distortion of the layers, 

they're getting duplication of results, and you cannot have any confidence in the 

reliability of the results. 

 

BS: What do they say about that? Do they disagree? 
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TG:  Well, that's why they went on another project and went to drill another hole just 

recently called North GRIP, which is a little farther up from the summit sites where they 

drilled their first hole and they got through very close to the bottom. They went down 

about 3000 meters in this latest drill hole, but for some reason or another, they could not 

find Emian ice, it was not there. So, it was all for naught.  

 

BS:  Which was all for naught? 

 

TG:  The second record, the second hole, the north GRIP hole. 

 

BS:  Why is it all for naught? 

 

TG:  Because of flow irregularities and the effect on the accumulation rate. They thought 

the accumulation rate would be smaller. They chose what they thought was the best site, 

but they got into a site that didn't really get back into the Emian without big confusion. 

And so they never resolved this Emian instability problem based on their ice __ records. 

And so, it's still unresolved.  

 

BS:  So, it sounds like you did well for many years of work on this stuff when you got 

back. Have you gone back to the ice anywhere after GISP? 

 

TG:  Not in Greenland.  

 

BS:  No, I mean you. 

 

TG:  No, I haven't gone back. Well, I went back for Siple Dome. I went back . . .  
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BS:  You went back to Antarctica. When was that? 

 

TG:  Siple Dome was being drilled in 1997-98 and was finished in 2000. This went to 

1004 meters, this drill hole. It reached the bottom. The bottom was within half a degree 

of the melting point, so it's really close to the melting point.  

 

BS:  Who ran that project? 

 

TG:  Ken Taylor.  

 

BS:  From where? 

 

TG:  He is from the Desert Research Institute - DRI.  

 

BS:  Wharton have anything to do with that - setting it up? 

 

TG:  No, not Wharton. 

 

BS:  He was the head of it. 

 

TG:  Yeah, but he wasn't involved with it. I know Bob Wharton well.  

 

BS:  What was the date on that? 

 

TG:  It was begun in '98, and then was ____ in 2000. Here, again, they had a problem 

with the drill and essentially missed a whole year. And there were some holes drilled by a 

person called Herman Englehart. These were water drill holes that went to the bottom in 
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three places around Siple Dome and he was able to take a core with a very cunning 

device. He took cores for me and I analyzed these cores, so I got a bit of a leg up on 

studying the Siple Dome's internal structure, because these were drilled before we ever 

got the final core in 2000. I did this work in 1997-98. But, it was just fortuitous that he 

happened to be there. 

 

BS:  You went down there for that? 

 

(50) 

 

TG:  No, not for that particularly. I went down there for the regular main drill core, but 

because of a problem with the main drill . . . they had several problems. They had one 

with the core valve and they had one with the main winch. And they stopped drilling after 

about 150 meters. But, he went the full 1000 meters in three sites using a hot water drill. 

And he could take a periodic core four meters long at levels that you want to designate. It 

took a little time, but he took them and a hot water drill is very fast. He could drill 1000 

meters in about 18 hours, through to the bottom. And he could take a core at any level, 

and it would take him about a half an hour longer to take each core.  

 

BS:  Where's he from . . . Herman Englehart? 

 

TG:  Cal Tech. He works with Bart Buchanan. You know Bart Buchanan? Very good, 

outstanding engineer. Outstanding scientist. Real fine person. Bart Buchanan, I 

understand, has got Alzheimer's. Can you believe that? I mean, it's just incredible.  

 

BS:  Yeah, Herb Ueda said that Lyle . . .  
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TG:  Lyle, yes. Lyle is kind of . . . whether that is Alzheimer's or just senility. He went 

into a home and he helped get him into the home. His son was there, too. And his son was 

throwing out records galore and things like that and it upset Herb a little bit. But, he was 

in Greenland fairly recently, the last three or four years. 

 

BS:  Who was this? Herb? 

 

TG:  No, Lyle. And so he's in his middle 80s or late 80s now. And then he would go out 

in his car and get lost occasionally. He'd have to go to a police station and find out where 

the hell he was. So, this was the first indication that he might be getting a touch of 

Alzheimer's, getting forgetful beyond a certain limitation. And we're all forgetful, but 

when you don't know where you've been, you don't know what the hell it is. Very sad. 

Extremely saddening, it's unbelievable. He lost his wife, Mary, some years ago. So, it 

looks like he may have Alzheimer's, too, I suspect.  

 

BS:  So, you're down in Siple Dome in 1998. 

 

TG:  1997-98. And then I did the physical properties of the ice again when they were 

doing that, Deb and I, which involves a lot of stuff. Crystalography, relaxation properties, 

testing measurements, crystal size, crystal fabrics. 

 

BS:  How'd you get to Siple Dome this time? 

 

TG:  Flew in from McMurdo, and then straight up to Siple Dome on a C-130. 

 

BS:  Navy still?  US Navy? 
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TG:  Navy was down there, but they were just about out. This was their last season for 

flying the C-130s I believe. Yeah, it was. And then they started bringing in the Air Force.  

 

BS:  They won't fly out there any more. 

 

TG: The thing is, we had a three-week lapse when there were no planes coming in 

because the weather was so bad. 

 

BS:  At Siple Dome. 

 

TG:  At Siple Dome. It was just a bad year. And then other years had been very, very 

good. We had heavy fogs coming in from the sea and this has been related to some 

meteorological event, actually - some meteorological condition in the South Pacific 

Ocean. I was at a meeting recently and a fellow called Dave Bromwich, who is a very 

fine meteorologist . . . polar meteorologist . . . 

 

BS:  I know him. Ohio State. 

 

TG:  At Ohio State, right. Fine, fine meteorologist and modeler and he was telling me 

that this correlated exactly with an event that occurred in the Pacific in this particular 

season, this summer season. The whole time that I was there we were in virtual fog. Low 

cloud and fog. 

 

BS:  What was the Pacific event? 

 

TG:  Well, it was the moisture - some high moisture event. And it was just . . . moisture 

was just pouring in, into the Siple Dome area from the South Pacific. 
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(100) 

 

It wasn't an El Nino, or anything like that to any degree. It was something similar to that 

kind of thing. But, these events, they do correlate. What happened in that part of the 

Pacific reflected what happened at Siple Dome because of the very, very increased 

moisture content. It was ever foggy, low cloud. It was just virtual low visibility. 

 

BS:  Where did you stay when you were there. Did they have huts or . . . ? 

 

TG:  They had Jamesways and huts and things like that. It was a service camp. And the 

cook's galley was in a Jamesway. And good food. It was a good camp. It's now been 

completely taken down, I believe, more or less, with the drilling finished. They took the 

drill out and things like that the following year. 

 

BS:  Been to the ice since? 

 

TG:  That was the last time I had been to the ice because the following year I retired.  

 

BS:  Retired in 1999? 

 

TG:  No, I retired in December, '98.  

 

BS:  They won't take you back? 

 

TG:  Well, I'm happy to be . . . I go to the field in Denver, because what we're doing . . . 

I'm working on cores from Siple Dome, which are already there. I'm getting cores from 
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the traverse from ITESS, which Paul runs - Mayewski runs. And that involves quite a few 

people from CRREL, actually for going into the field. Steve Arcone is involved in going 

into the field. Tom Delaney, who works at CRREL. 

 

BS:  So, you're able to work on the cores without having to go out and get them.  

 

TG:  That's right. 

 

BS:  You let the core drillers get them and you do the science. So, you get them from 

Siple Dome. 

Where else do you get them? With Mayewski? 

 

TG:  Well . . . and also Siple Dome. All the Siple Dome cores are back now. And they're 

being more or less processed. We're analyzing them. We got some money for that. And 

now we're working on a continuing basis on the ITASE cores and they're going into the 

field next week for their final leg and the final leg is going from Byrd to the Pole which is 

going to put them into very, very  . . . 

 

BS:  ITASE is the . . .? 

 

TG:  International Transantarctic Scientific Expedition. And it's a traverse. It's based on 

traverses.  

 

BS:  How often do they take cores? 

 

TG:  Well, normally about every 100 kilometers. But, that can vary depending upon the 

conditions and on how effective the program is going.  
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BS:  And what kind of machines are used to travel? 

 

TG:  Using Challengers. This is a Scandinavian tractor - much smaller than a D-8. They 

gave up the Sno-Cats. 

 

BS:  Where did it start? 

 

TG:  At Byrd Station. The first two years, they ran the traverses from Byrd in different 

directions and . . . well, sorry. The first three traverses were done that way and on the 

fourth traverse leg now, going from Byrd to Pole, they will be in ____ the first time. And 

they start off in November and they should be at the Pole two or three days before 

Christmas. 

 

BS: This is the last leg? 

 

TG:  The last leg of ITASE. We're trying to get another proposal through which will 

allow us two or three years of funding to go from the South Pole to Northern Victoria 

Land, down the Tran Antarctic Mountains. Behind the mountains, down the plateau. And 

that would give us a very, very good record. 

 

BS:  And all the way up to Dumont D'Urville? 

 

TG:  Well, Northern Victoria Land . . . I'm not quite sure where it's going to end, but 

that's still in the planning stage and it hasn't been funded yet. The reviews that came back 

were a bit grim. I didn't quite understand, but they've got to resubmit. So that's still very 

much up in the air. 
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(150) 

 

BS:  Who's the project leader on it? 

 

TG:  Well, that would be Paul again. 

 

BS:  Paul? 

 

TG:  Mayewski 

 

BS:  Where's Paul from? 

 

TG:  He's at Orono, Maine. University of Maine. He's the Chief of the Quaternary 

Science Group, which includes people like George Denton, Terry Hughes, Al Bowens, 

and of course Paul and all of his people are there. Greg Zewinski. Greg did a lot of good 

work on the volcanic record at GISP.  

 

BS:  So, you're following these expeditions from your armchair here. 

 

TG:  Yeah, that's right. It's a very comfortable position. 

 

BS:  In a way you get more science done. The problem is, you can't direct how the cores 

or taken or anything like that. There will be a lot of decisions made in the field that you 

will be left out on. 

 

TG:  But, there are other people that have been groomed to do that. At least, I hope so.  
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BS:  Whom have you groomed? 

 

TG:  Oh, I've groomed a few people. I mean a number of Ph.D. students. For example, 

the person I'm working with now is Deb Meese and she did a Ph.D. under my advising. 

She did it on sea ice, but she did it at UNH through Paul. I was the principal advisor for 

her. 

 

BS:  She what? You said she got something from Paul? 

 

TG:  She got the degree from the UNH and Paul was her principal advisor. Paul 

Mayewski. 

 

BS:  He's now at Maine. 

 

TG:  He's now at Maine. He was at UNH and they had a little falling out and he went to 

the University of Maine. He had a very good group at UNH - a glacier group. And I had 

several other students that I was the primary advisor on for the glaciological projects. 

And then, Julie Palais, who is now the program manager for glaciology. When she was 

doing her Master's, I assisted her and when she was doing her Ph.D., I was an advisor of 

sorts. In fact, she did most of her work on the ash layers in the Byrd core that I 

discovered first. From the 1968 Byrd deep core. They worked on this stuff and most of 

that came from Takahe. She worked with Phil Kyle who was her thesis advisor for her 

Ph.D. and he's at the New Mexico School of Technology and Mines.  

 

BS:  Yeah, I know Phil. 
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TG:  Phil . . . another Kiwi. She got her Ph.D. and then she worked with Phil and he also 

worked on the Byrd ash layers, too, and wrote with a person called Jezek and also with 

the Thompson’s. They did a more recent paper. So, I've been kind of mentoring people in 

one way or another, but it's been a good experience.  

 

BS:  So you're career hasn't ended.  

 

TG:  No, not yet.  

 

BS:  About like Willy Weeks. 

 

(200) 

 

TG:  He's still going to write his sea ice book, but I don't think it's going very far. 

 

BS:  I haven't seen him in a while. He seems to have gotten interested in a whole lost of 

other things.  

 

TG:  Yeah, and he's doing a lot of traveling and stuff like that and getting around a lot. 

Going to exotic places. If you get enjoyment out of that, then go ahead and do it.  This 

gives me . . . I mean, I can vacation when I want to. I do some work in the winter here, 

mainly in the winter on things I like working on. I keep my finger in the pot. I also get 

paid for it. 

 

BS:  How do you get paid? 

 

TG:  Well, I'm on a contract.  
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BS:  How do you get paid on a contract? Is it by the product or is it by the hour or what? 

 

TG:  By the hour. It's essentially by the hour. I don't charge them a hell of a lot either.  

 

BS:  You don't charge them less than I do. 

 

TG:  You don't charge them anything, right?  

 

BS:  I pay for it. I did it for years before I got a grant. 

 

TG:  Well, that's crazy. I mean, you should really get . . . 

 

BS:  Well, I did it on my own since I didn't want guys to die on my. And then some of 

them refused anyway, like  . . . you know, I really rushed over thinking I was getting one 

of the oldest, most feeble guys in the world when I got James Van Allen, and he's still 

going.  

 

TG:  Surprising, right? 

 

BS:  Some of them surprised the hell out of me. But, some guys like Troy Paley, he was so 

excited and all of that and I think he was one of the younger ones. I considered not going 

down there at all and he up and died before anybody got to him. 

 

TG:  Who was this? 
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BS:  Troy Paley. He was really young. So, it's hard to judge. Well, some of them are right 

there. It didn't cost me anything. 

 

TG:  But, the thing is . . . I'm contracted to work at CRREL, and it's an NSF project and 

there's and there's a _____  made in the proposal that . . . well, Deb has been submitting 

them and I work through the proposals and help her on the proposals and then they 

submit them and if they get accepted, then she has a _____ and that's broken down into 

travel and things like that, and overhead. Have to pay overhead on that award, too, and 

that's about 57%. Fifty-plus percent. That's about normal for institutions. What they do, 

universities often plow back overhead into the research grant, which is the way to do it. 

And that's how they actually do it. And that means that it saves on the total that you have 

to pay. It comes down to something like 30% or something like that, which is the very 

reasonable . . . and they know who are pulling in money anyway. They know the groups 

of people who are pulling in money from grants, so they help these people. 

 

BS:  Let me ask you in retrospect, if you were beginning again and you are looking at 

this whole history of yourself, would you do it again? 

 

TG:  Hell, no!  No, no . . . I don't really know. I took a fork in the road. 

 

BS:  What was before? 

 

TG:  The one that was least traveled. And it turned out to be the least traveled, but partly 

because of my not fully understanding what we were going to be doing, I got into it and 

once I was into it, I found it was exciting because Antarctica is an exciting place. 

 

(250) 
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It was during IGY because we were on the frontiers of  . . .  

 

BS:  We went big time. 

 

TG:  That's right. We got into big time geophysical science and it expanded even beyond 

that into biology and all sorts of sciences - oceanography, which wasn't done. There was 

not much done in IGY in some of these fields. 

 

BS:  It was just getting started. 

 

TG:  Glaciology and geology were about it, and some meteorology.  

 

BS:  The Russians were less attuned to the politics, Antarctic law and all that stuff than 

we were. And when they made that proposal to stay because they were the first and they 

were staying, they got political all of a sudden.  

 

TG:  Or geopolitical. 

 

BS:  That's what I mean. It got geopolitical, but from everybody we've talked to, it was 

pure science.  I mean they had no military designs on planes or any of that stuff. Their 

science establishment was driving that. Yes, there were commissars there and we talked 

to both Gordon Cartwright and Mort Rubin and everybody kind of went in and the 

commissars said, "Come on, let's get it over with." And then they all went about their 

business and forgot about it. And that's the closest it came to politics. But, that was 

internal politics. That was, you know, it didn't matter where you were in the Soviet 

Union. You had to go to one of these lectures. 
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TG:  One thing I should have mentioned was Igor Zotikov. He was wintering over in 

McMurdo in '64, and he was out at the Dailey Islands when I went out there in '64. And 

we put up our tent. He was out on the ice in between two Dailey Islands and I see this 

figure walking across. He had these leather trousers on. 

 

BS:  This was 1964? 

 

TG:  I think it was 1964.  And I was out there doing some work and he was mainly 

interested in thermal profiles through the ice tongue. And I saw this person walking 

across and so I walked towards him and he puts out his hand and he says, "My name is 

Zotikov." So, I said, "Oh, my name is Tony Gow." And that's how we got together, with a 

handshake, and then we wrote cooperative papers together and these were among the first 

papers that were permitted by CRREL because he was a Russian. And this was not 

particularly apropos to publishing with Russian authors because we were a military 

establishment. 

 

BS:   I heard he was here for a while.  

 

TG:  Well, he came here in 1978, much later, and he came with the J-9 core and the J-9 

core was one he had drilled thermally. It was a thermal core and he went right through to 

the bottom of the ice on the Ross Ice Shelf. It was the one that went 416 meters - about 

200 kilometers down from the grounding . . .  

 

BS:  Was this a Russian project? 
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TG:  No, this was part of the RISP program - the Ross Ice Shelf Project. He was doing 

the drilling. The year before a fellow called Browning had gone through with a rocket 

drill through to the bottom which is a big flamethrower drill and just melted his way 

through and that was OK.  

 

(300) 

 

He got to the bottom and it allowed people access to the ocean. And then Igor came with 

the thermal core the following year and went down with the thermal core which is a 

device that drills thermally and takes a core - really a somewhat crude device, but it 

worked and it drills and fills the hole with alcohol as a drilling fluid and it went to the 

bottom. He got the very last core before he penetrated into the sea. And it was very 

important because that core contained about four or five meters of sea ice. But, the 

important thing about this core was he got the very bottom piece. And when sea ice is 

growing, it has a grooved or ____ structure on the base. And that's what we found. So, 

this was not just sea ice, it was in the state of active growth and we figured out that the 

growth - and this was written up in Science in the paper that he and his drillers put 

together. 

 

BS:  How deep down was this? 

 

TG:  This was down . . . the total depth of the drill was 416 meters, so he found this stuff 

just below 410 meters. So, here was a base layer freezing over about 4 or 5 meters, or 

something of that order, and then he came to the lab and we were able to get cores - they 

were being stored over in Buffalo, these cores. That was when they had the storage over 

in Buffalo, and we worked a deal where we would get half the samples and we'd bring 

them back to CRREL so I could work on them, which I did. And I did the crystal 
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structure work and big ice crystals. And he'd figured out that there only had to be about 

1-1/2 centimeters of ice growing each year to the bottom. This is because of the great 

thickness of ice up above and there is just so much you can add freeze on in water at this 

temperature in sea water. And so, if you estimate how fast the ice is flowing and it's about 

300 meters a year forward, and you go back 200 kilometers, then when you extrapolate 

back very thin thickness to the total length of that sea ice layer, it comes up to about 300 

or 400 years which is just about the time it takes to get off the grounding line. So, what 

we're saying is this growth occurred as soon as the ice got into the sea. 

 

BS:  Does that happen over the whole Ross Ice Shelf? 

 

TG:  Well, that is the question. If that is the case, then before any ablation of the glacial 

ice can occur, the sea ice has to stop freezing on and it has to be melted off. 

 

BS:  Like Arctic sea ice. 

 

TG:  Yeah. It is. It's conjulation ice, actually, just like active sea ice. It's the only ice shelf 

that has this kind of ice. Other ice shelves have frazil ice. But, this is conjulation, simple 

freezing onto the bottom of the sheet. 

 

(350) 

 

And what this means is that Igor calculated that at least half the shelf must be in this 

condition, that it's been freezing on ever since the ice became ungrounded. But, this is 

important for the hydrologic budget because people have been talking about bottom 

melting, but they can only include the glaciological, the fresh water ice accumulating on 

the glaciers or on the ice sheet, [nor did it have] any effect on the mass balance of 
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Antarctica because the sea ice is growing from the sea water. It's got nothing to do with 

the hydrologic balance.  And yet when people like Jake, who has published papers 

____the whole bloody ice sheet is melting on the base. In fact, there were papers written 

at the time that they were doing the drilling that said that the bottom of the ice shelf at J-9 

was melting. There were at least three papers that said that and Igor drilled through, the 

following year or a few months later, and discovered sea ice accreting and it's probably 

been accreting ever since it's was ungrounded.  

 

BS:  How about now that there's supposed to be ocean warming. Did that stop? 

 

TG:  No. 

 

BS:  It's still going.  

 

TG:  We assume it is.  

 

BS:  How about the guys that are saying that the glaciers are going to tear loose from up 

under Marie Byrd Land due to warming? 

 

TG:  Well, that's just pure . . .  

 

BS:  Bullshit.  

 

TG:  That's equivocal. Absolutely equivocal. I mean nobody knows that.  

 

BS:  Anecdotal? Guys have been out in the field writing that crap.  
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TG:  Oh, I know. There's really no evidence for it. No unequivocal evidence for it. It 

doesn't mean it can't happen. Charlie ____ doesn't believe it. 

 

BS:  I know. I saw the guy who got the award there at Byrd Polar - the Plummer Award - 

he was a mathematician, little guy. I don't remember his name. I never met him before. 

But, he gave a talk on it and he said it's going to come. 

 

TG:  Well, the thing is, we don't know how far in front of J-9 . . . J-9 is about 500 

kilometers from where Little America V would have been, from the front of the Ross Ice 

Shelf. And we don't know where the actual melting begins and that's why I suggested to 

Englehart at Cal Tech that what we should do is drill holes through to the front of the ice 

shelf, maybe six of seven holes, and get the core out and just see what kind of ice was on 

the bottom. Then they could make an estimate of how much ice is actually being lost 

from the Ross Ice Shelf. Now, a paper came out written by a modeler and he wrote the 

paper and said that his model said there was going to be melting under the greater part of 

the Ross Ice Shelf and he had the audacity to say that the J-9 result was an anomaly. He is 

a modeler. 

 

BS:  A modeler from where? 

 

TG:  A modeler with all sorts of boundary conditions he knows nothing about. I mean, 

you have to use boundary conditions . . .  they're all assumption. You have to assume 

certain things, and then turns around and says that the result, which was the only game in 

town, a direct experimental result - that it's anomalous. I mean, how can you say it's 

anomalous when it's the only game in town?  There was no question about it that this was 

sea ice and it's been growing on there, as far as we can estimate, ever since the . . .  
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BS:  And that was Zotikov. 

 

TG:  That was Kodikov's work, the Russian on the RISP program that was asked to come 

down and do it.  

 

BS:  I tell you what, this you're going to have to pluck out when it's transcribed and move 

it up in sequence. So, anyway, you didn't answer me. 

 

TG:  What was the question? 

 

BS: Would you do it all over again? 

 

TG:  Well, I probably would because it's been a wonderful experience and I've had 

wonderful support from the US Army Corps of Engineers. 

 

BS:  Life's been pretty good, huh? 

 

TG: A lot from NSF with grants.  I mean, how can you . . . and ONR. I mean, just very 

good people. 

 

BS:  You could do what you wanted. 

 

TG:  That's correct and I could never have done this in New Zealand. They don't have the 

money. In some ways they have the programs, but they just don't have the funding and 

they don't have the drilling expertise. They don't have the . . .  

 

BS:  How many people in New Hampshire? 
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TG:  Oh, less than a million. 

 

BS:  OK. Could they fund the program? 

 

TG:  No, of course they couldn't 

 

BS:  New Zealand's got, what, 3 million? 

 

TG:  But, it's an agricultural country. It doesn't have mineral resources. It doesn't have the 

bank accounts, the budgets. 

 

BS:  Well, Australia's funded stuff. 

 

TG:  Yeah, they're big and they have resources, too. They're a bit bigger. Canada has 

done a lot of work in the north because the Arctic sits right on their doorstep. I mean this 

is very geopolitical. They're looking across at Russia.  

 

BS:  They're more worried about the United States. We don't recognize, today, even their 

claims to the Canadian Archipelago. 

 

TG:  I know. But, that's going to be a tough one to prove otherwise.  

 

BS:  They went and sat down and occupied it. I'm a member of the Arctic Circle in 

Ottawa. I get all their newsletters. And it's interesting. But I went to a meeting up there 

and they were bemoaning the fact that Canada wasn't putting enough money into 
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research in the north and that the bloody Americans . . . and I was sitting there . . . were 

doing more. 

 

(450) 

 

TG:  No, I've really got to think the United States will . . .  

 

BS:  ______ has driven a lot of it . . . submarine program and the guys in Walter Lyons 

group are still down there and boy, they've got stuff that they've done that they don't tell 

anybody about. I don't think it's really classified research, but  . . . submarines . . .  

 

TG:  Well, Terry Tucker is getting into submarine data, which is just becoming 

declassified, but it's really important stuff. They'll give you the ____metry, but they won't 

give you the latitudes and the longitudes and what's the use of that if you haven't got that? 

 

BS:  They're covering up the tracks. They're paranoid. They're paranoid. Well, let's end 

it. I think we've done a good job and we can . . . before we close here, have you been in 

the North Pole? 

 

TG:  Yes, I have. 

 

BS:  Been to the South Pole? 

 

TG:  I have. 

 

BS:  And you did it legitimately doing research? 
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TG:  Yes, and I think . . .  

 

BS:  You didn't boondoggle? 

 

TG:  No, didn't boondoggle. And I think I'm the only person to have actually written peer 

review papers on the ice and snow conditions at both North and South Poles. I believe I'm 

the only person who had five consecutive decades of research in the Arctic and the 

Antarctic. Even Swithenbank can say that.  

 

(End of Tape 3 - Side B) 

_______________________________ 

 
End of Interview 


